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Abstract
Aeroelasticity is a critical consideration in the design of gas turbine engines both for stability and
forced response Current aeroelastic models cannot provide highdelity aerodynamics in a form
suitable for design or control applications In this thesis loworder highdelity aerodynamic models
are developed using systematic model order reduction from computational uid dynamic 	CFD

methods Reduction techniques are presented which use the proper orthogonal decomposition and
also a new approach for turbomachinery which is based on computing Arnoldi vectors This method
matches the inputoutput characteristic of the CFD model and includes the proper orthogonal
decomposition as a special case Here reduction is applied to the linearised twodimensional Euler
equations although the methodology applies to any linearised CFD model Both methods make
ecient use of linearity to compute the reducedorder basis on a single blade passage
The reducedorder models themselves are developed in the time domain for the full blade row and cast
in statespace form This makes the model appropriate for control applications and also facilitates
coupling to other engine components Moreover because the full blade row is considered the models
can be applied to problems which lack cyclic symmetry Although most aeroelastic analyses assume
each blade to be identical in practice variations in blade shape and structural properties exist due
to manufacturing limitations and engine wear These blade to blade variations known as mistuning
have been shown to have a signicant eect on compressor aeroelastic properties
A reducedorder aerodynamic model is developed for a twentyblade transonic rotor operating in
unsteady plunging motion and coupled to a simple typical section structural model Stability and
forced response of the rotor to an inlet ow disturbance are computed and compared to results
obtained using a constant coecient model similar to those currently used in practice Mistuning
of this rotor and its eect on aeroelastic response is also considered The simple models are found
to inaccurately predict important aeroelastic results while the relevant dynamics can be accurately
captured by the reducedorder models with less than two hundred aerodynamic states Models
are also developed for a lowspeed compressor stage in a statorrotor conguration The stator is
shown to have a signicant destabilising eect on the aeroelastic system and the results suggest
that analysis of the rotor as an isolated blade row may provide inaccurate predictions
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Chapter 
Introduction
Aeroelasticity is dened in  as phenomena which exhibit appreciable reciprocal interaction static
or dynamic between aerodynamic forces and the deformations induced thereby in the structure of
a ying vehicle its control mechanisms or its propulsion system With the current trend towards
increased operating speeds and more exible blading aeroelasticity has become a critical consider
ation in the design of gas turbine engines and has a large impact on both stability and dynamic
response considerations
Flutter is of particular concern in the design of bladed disks Unstable vibrations may arise due
to coupling between the aerodynamics and the structural dynamics If the uid does work on a
vibrating blade so as to amplify or maintain the vibration then the blade is said to be undergoing
utter   The ability to understand and predict this phenomenon is crucial to ensuring that the
engine component will operate within stability boundaries and thus has a large impact on the design
process Appropriate blade design together with strategies for controlling the onset of instabilities
can signicantly impact the stable operating range potentially leading to better engine performance
Dynamic response of the blades to various inputs such as gusts or upstream obstacles is an impor
tant factor in determining the stress loads on the blades and the wear of the engine In particular
periodic forcing inputs such as that due to an upstream structural support or blade row may in
duce a large blade response if the frequency of excitation is near the blade natural frequency Blade
forced response vibrations can lead to high cycle fatigue which can in turn cause blade failure
Accurate prediction of blade response to external inputs can facilitate improved understanding of
forced response phenomena allowing design strategies to be adopted to minimise their impact and
potentially prolong engine lifetimes

 Aeroelastic Modelling
Aeroelastic phenomena involve a complicated interaction between the aerodynamics and the struc
tural dynamics of the blades The challenge is to develop a model which accurately captures the
relevant dynamics of both the uid and the structure and more importantly the interactions between
the two Consideration of aeroelastic eects is vital at the design stage to ensure that the compressor
will operate within an acceptable response region The models must therefore satisfy an additional
requirement that they are computationally ecient and thus practical to implement within a design
framework Moreover since aeroelastic instabilities represent a signicant impediment to obtaining
better engine performance it may be desirable to consider active control strategies as a means of
extending the stable operating range For such an approach to be possible the aeroelastic model
must be suitable for incorporation to a control framework which places restrictions upon the size
and form of the model
Traditionally the structural portion of the problem has been the easier of the two since linear
models are generally adequate to model the structural dynamics The disks are often assumed to
possess cyclic symmetry so that a model of just a single blade passage can be used to obtain the
dynamic response of the entire bladed disk These dynamics can be accurately captured with a
nite element model The system of equations governing the structural dynamics is symmetric so
that evaluation of natural modes 	eigenmodes
 is relatively straightforward If deformation of blade
shapes is not considered to be important a simpler structural model may be used For example
each blade might be given the freedom to move rigidly in certain displacement directions as in a
typical section model   In this case the number of structural states is greatly reduced
For a given bladed disk geometry the structural modes must be computed just once and so it
is practical to perform a large nite element analysis to obtain the modal information However
the ow must be modelled over a large range of operating conditions and forcing inputs therefore
it is crucial that the aerodynamic model be computationally ecient Moreover the system of
equations governing the aerodynamics are not symmetric and it is very dicult to determine the
ow eigenmodes We therefore require either an alternative means to determine the modes of a
complicated aerodynamic model or a simplied model which can be incorporated to the aeroelastic
analysis in its entirety Such a model should be applicable over a wide range of geometries and
operating conditions and also for a variety of excitation modes
The most general aerodynamic model describes the blade forces as a function of blade motion ow
operating conditions reduced frequency blade geometry and a host of other problem parameters  

Within the stateoftheart the best possible aerodynamic models are obtained via computational
uid dynamics 	CFD
 models By numerically solving the unsteady Euler or NavierStokes equa
tions improved modelling of the ow and better understanding of uid phenomena can be obtained
However these techniques are generally too computationally expensive to use for unsteady analyses
especially if the full rotor and more than one blade row need to be considered More ecient meth
ods for timevarying ow can be obtained if the disturbances are small and the unsteady solution
can be considered to be a small perturbation about a steadystate ow   In this case a set of
linearised equations is obtained which can be timemarched to obtain the ow solution at each in
stant Cyclic symmetry of the bladed disk can be used to decompose the linear problem into a series
of modal problems each containing a single spatial frequency The analysis can then be carried out
for each mode on a single blade passage Any of the CFD techniques result in models with tens of
thousands of states per blade passage even in two dimensions A model of this size is not practical
for computing stability boundaries nor is it appropriate as a design tool In addition the number
of states is prohibitively high for control applications
Instead for aeroelastic analyses of turbomachines the approach has typically been to use simplied
aerodynamic models which can be incorporated into the aeroelastic framework in their entirety
The ow is usually assumed to be twodimensional and potential Ecient semianalytic models
for lightly loaded thin blades have been developed for subsonic ow  and for supersonic ow  
These methods are useful near design conditions but inadequately predict the ow odesign as
blade loading eects become important  and also do not exist for all ow regimes in particular
the modelling of transonic ows poses a diculty Often the assumptions involved in deriving
these simplied models further restrict their range of validity for instance they may not be valid
for high spatial frequency disturbances   Another option is to use an assumedfrequency
method in which an aerodynamic model is derived from a CFD model for a specic case The ow
is assumed to be sinusoidal in time at a particular frequency which allows highdelity inuence
coecients to be calculated from the CFD model Results have been reported using coecients
calculated from Whiteheads incompressible twodimensional aerodynamic model  by Dugundji
and Bundas   Crawley  and Crawley and Hall  use coecients for supersonic ow calculated
from the model of Adamczyk and Goldstein   These inuence coecients although strictly only
valid at the temporal frequency selected 	usually the blade natural frequency
 are then used to
provide the aerodynamic model for all ows They are coupled to the structural model as constant
coecients that are independent of problem parameters such as forcing frequency and boundary
conditions If there is not a signicant degree of aerodynamic coupling in the system then the
structural eigenvalues fall close to the blade natural frequency and the assumedfrequency model

predicts the aeroelastic system dynamics well However if there is a signicant amount of frequency
scatter or a large amount of aerodynamic damping the assumedfrequency models do not provide
an accurate representation of the system dynamics Moreover even if the aeroelastic eigenvalues
are predicted accurately these models can only predict the system forced response accurately if the
forcing frequency is close to the assumed frequency
 Model Order Reduction
Ideally we would like to develop an aeroelastic model with a low number of states but which
captures the system dynamics accurately over a range of frequencies and forcing inputs This can
be achieved via reducedorder modelling in which a highorder highdelity CFD model is projected
onto a reducedspace basis If the basis is chosen appropriately the relevant highdelity system
dynamics can be captured with just a few states Figure  illustrates the concept of reduced
order modelling from CFD The CFD model can be viewed as an inputoutput system operating
conditions blade motions and incoming ow disturbances represent the inputs while the outputs
are functions of the ow eld often the forces and moments acting on each blade and outgoing ow
disturbances A reducedorder model can be developed which replicates the output behaviour of
the CFD model over a limited range of input conditions The range of validity of the reducedorder
model is determined by the specics of the model order reduction procedure
Unsteady
Inputs
Operating
Conditions
Unsteady
Outputs
CFD
Model
Range of Model Validity
Model
Order
Reduction
Low
Order
Model
Figure  Concept of reducedorder modelling from CFD Unsteady inputs include blade motion
and incoming ow disturbances Outputs of interest are typically outgoing ow disturbances and
blade forces and moments
Reducedorder modelling for linear ow problems is now a welldeveloped technique and some re

duction methods are reviewed in   One possibility for a basis is to compute the eigenmodes of the
system This has been done for ow about an isolated airfoil considering both the Euler equations
 and the NavierStokes equations   In the turbomachinery context eigenmodes have been
used to create reducedorder models for incompressible vortexlattice models   and for linearised
potential ow    Along with the use of static corrections or modedisplacement methods  
this approach can lead to ecient models and the eigenmodes themselves often lend physical insight
to the problem However typical problem sizes are on the order of tens of thousands of degrees of
freedom per blade passage even in two dimensions and solution of such a large eigenproblem is in
itself a very dicult task especially for the Euler or NavierStokes equations
The proper orthogonal decomposition technique 	POD
 also known as KarhunenLo!eve expansions
  has been developed as an alternate method of deriving basis vectors for aerodynamic systems
   and has been widely applied to many dierent problems Romanowski used the POD to
derive a reducedorder model for aeroelastic analysis of a twodimensional isolated airfoil   In a
POD analysis a set of instantaneous ow solutions or snapshots is obtained from simulations of the
highorder CFD system This data is then used to compute a basis which represents the solution in
an optimal way Typically the POD snapshots would be obtained from a time domain simulation of
the full bladed disk This expensive computation can be avoided by exploiting the linearity of the
governing equations and using the frequency domain to obtain the snapshots eciently on a single
passage Frequency domain POD methods have been developed for analysis of a vortex lattice
aerodynamic model   and for an Euler model of ow through a hyperbolic channel   A unique
application of the POD to turbomachinery ows has been developed in this research  
An alternative to both the eigenmode and the POD approaches is to use an Arnoldibased method
to compute the basis The Arnoldi algorithm can be used to generate basis vectors which form an
orthonormal basis for the Krylov subspace The full set of Arnoldi vectors spans the same solution
space as the system eigenvectors An ecient reduced set can be constructed by considering both
inputs and outputs of interest Pad!ebased reducedorder models have been developed for linear
circuit analysis using the Lanczos process   This approach matches as many moments of the
system transfer function as there are degrees of freedom in the reduced system While the Arnoldi
vectors match only half the number of moments as the Pad!e approximation they preserve system
deniteness and therefore often preserve stability   This Arnoldibased approach is a novel
method for turbomachinery and is implemented eciently in this thesis through exploitation of
linearity  
Once the basis has been computed the CFD model is projected onto the reducedorder subspace to

obtain the reducedorder model In this research a model for the full bladed disk will be developed in
the time domain and cast in statespace form In order to accurately capture system dynamics over a
range of excitation modes and frequencies the model requires several hundred states per blade row
which represents three orders of magnitude reduction from the original CFD model The general
inputoutput time domain form of the model allows the exibility to handle problems that cannot be
considered with the current tools available For example the reducedorder models developed here
can be easily incorporated within a global engine model and coupled to upstream and downstream
engine components The tractable size of the model also makes it amenable to control design while
its ability to capture dynamics over a range of frequencies allows accurate representation of both
the uncontrolled and the controlled systems Another advantage of the reducedorder models is that
they can be used to determine forced response to an arbitrary forcing 	a general function in time
and space
 The assumption of single frequency sinusoidal forcing in the inuence coecient models
can be extremely restrictive in for example determining gust response or the eect of an upstream
blade row
 ReducedOrder Modelling Applications
Although useful for aeroelastic analyses in which a low degree of interblade coupling is present
a host of cases exist for which the assumedfrequency models are inadequate Some of these will
be addressed in this research and include analysis of mistuned bladed disks and forced response to
general inlet disturbances such as those generated by neighbouring blade rows Moreover interesting
aeroelastic phenomena are more likely to be encountered when a signicant amount of aerodynamic
coupling exists in the system The cases of most relevance are therefore often outside the range of
validity of the assumedfrequency models It will be shown that in these situations a reducedorder
model with generalised boundary conditions can play an important role
Currently in most aeroelastic analyses the bladed disk is assumed to be tuned that is all blades are
assumed to be the same In practice small blade to blade variations exist due both to limitations in
the manufacturing process and to engine wear and tear If the aeroelastic response of the bladed disk
is to be computed accurately these factors must be included in the analysis   Mistuning can lead
to mode localisation   and thus the generation of large forces on individual blades The actual
forced response amplitude for some blades may therefore be much higher than that predicted by a
tuned analysis which has serious ramications for prediction of engine life and high cycle fatigue
Wei and Pierre  and Ottarsson and Pierre  determined that moderately weak interblade

coupling was required for the occurrence of signicant forced response amplitude increases Kruse
and Pierre  consider two sources of interblade coupling aerodynamic coupling and disk structural
coupling Aerodynamic coupling was found to be a signicant factor increasing the vibratory stress
levels by  over the tuned response Kenyon and Rabe  measured the response of an integrally
bladed disk 	blisk
 to inlet forcing and compared the results to those predicted using a structural
reducedorder model It was concluded that the response was strongly inuenced by aerodynamic
loading
In all of these studies the aerodynamic coupling was represented in the form of unsteady aero
dynamic inuence coecients Kenyon and Rabe  found that the response was dominated by
aerodynamic phenomena not eectively captured by the model which led to an inaccurate predic
tion of the rotor response It was concluded that more consideration must be given to the role of
aerodynamic coupling in mistuned bladed disks When mistuning is present the discrete spatial
modes present in the system do not decouple and a much greater degree of aerodynamic coupling
is observed It is therefore not surprising that inuence coecients derived at a specic frequency
do not accurately capture the important dynamics This is clearly an application which requires
the use of more sophisticated aerodynamic models although the need for computational eciency
is even more stringent due to the lack of cyclic symmetry in the problem Any analysis 	both
structural and aerodynamic
 must consider the full bladed disk However a simulation of a full
nite element blade assembly is very expensive and so reducedorder structural models have been
developed directly from nite element models   The motion of an individual blade is assumed
to consist of cantilever blade elastic motion and diskinduced static motion Finite element models
of the bladeddisk components are established for each of these motions and then systematically
reduced to generate lower order models These reducedorder models have been used to investigate
the forced response of mistuned bladed disks and to examine the physical mechanisms associated
with mistuning   A natural extension is to obtain reducedorder models for the aerodynamics
Such models will allow the entire bladed disk to be modelled with a reasonable number of states
and will also be valid over a range of frequencies thus capturing the important dynamics even when
a signicant amount of aerodynamic coupling exists
It has also been shown that mistuning can increase the stability margin of a compressor   
thus suggesting intentional mistuning as a form of passive control for utter The mistuning problem
has been cast as a constrained optimisation problem   in which a deliberate mistuning pattern
is chosen so as to maximise the stability margin of a blade row Forced response sensitivity to
random mistuning is observed when a lightly damped structural mode exists and there is also a

signicant amount of variation in the damping ratios of the structural modes   Mistuning serves
to reduce the interblade coupling decreasing the scatter in the structural eigenvalues and thus the
forced response sensitivity   Shapiro  discusses the idea of robust design in which a certain
level of random mistuning is assumed to always exist in practice An intentionally mistuned design
point is then chosen so that the worst case forced response due to random variations about the
intentionally mistuned design point is more acceptable than the worst case forced response due to
random variations about the tuned design point
It is possible to encounter both structural and aerodynamic mistuning In the former the mass
andor stiness characteristics of each blade may vary while the latter describes variations in blade
geometry and ow incidence angles Although just structural mistuning will be considered here the
reducedorder models could be extended to include aerodynamic mistuning eects A great deal of
interest exists in the eects of aerodynamic mistuning although it has not been addressed in the
literature This is for the most part due to the lack of models which can incorporate such eects
Without higher delity aerodynamic models of the form developed in this research the eects of
mistuning in bladed disks cannot be predicted accurately This is clearly an area where reduced
order aerodynamic modelling can contribute signicantly towards improving prediction and design
tools and also towards improved understanding of physical eects
Another area in which reducedorder modelling oers signicant benets is in the determination
of interblade row coupling eects Almost all current aerodynamic tools make the assumption
that the bladed disk can be analysed as an isolated blade row which means that the potentially
important unsteady eects of neighbouring blade rows are ignored Experimental evidence shows
that these eects are indeed signicant in computing the aeroelastic response of a blade row  
A rotating blade row moves through the wakes of an upstream stationary blade row resulting in
a periodic forcing excitation which may have important repercussions in determining blade fatigue
The aerodynamic coupling between adjacent blade rows has been investigated by time marching
the uid governing equations    In a general problem these timemarching CFD approaches
require the full bladed disks to be included in the computational analysis unless the number of
blades in each row is such that the problem can be reduced to a smaller periodic domain The
models are therefore computationally very expensive and not suitable for incorporation into an
aeroelastic analysis Giles  introduces the idea of time inclining which allows the computation
to be performed on a single blade passage However this technique cannot be extended to more than
two blade rows
More computationally ecient methods for multiple blade rows have been developed by considering

certain modes to be reected and transmitted between the blade rows thus allowing the analysis
to be performed in the frequency domain on a single blade passage    Conventional frequency
domain CFD methods are used to compute reection and transmission coecients which describe
the response of an isolated blade row to an incoming perturbation wave It is assumed that the
pressure and vorticity perturbation waves travelling between the blade rows can be modelled with
just a few modes Because the analysis is performed in the frequency domain it is also assumed
that all forcing 	blade motion and inletexit disturbance waves
 are sinusoidal in time
The reducedorder models developed in this research can capture the relevant system dynamics with
just one or two hundred states per blade row It is therefore practical to derive such models for each
blade row of interest and to couple them together so that a full timedomain model of the multiple
blade row system is obtained In this procedure there is no assumption made about the modal
content of the waves travelling between the blade rows other than the range of inputs sampled
when deriving the reducedorder model Several stages can be coupled in this framework easily
and eciently thus providing a means of quantifying the eects of neighbouring blade rows The
system can be timemarched to determine forced response and aeroelastic stability In addition to
neighbouring blade rows models of other engine components may be included in the analysis In
this way a global engine analysis may be performed This may be useful in determining poststall
transient behaviour in which it is important to consider the compressor as interacting dynamically
with other engine components  
 Outline
The goal of this research is therefore to develop a loworder highdelity aerodynamic model which
is suitable for incorporation into aeroelastic analyses where current models are insucient A model
of the full rotor will be derived from a CFD method using model order reduction techniques and
cast in the time domain
In Chapter  the underlying computational model of the aeroelastic system is presented The two
dimensional linearised Euler equations are used for the aerodynamic model while the structural
dynamics are represented by a simple typical section analysis An ecient modal decomposition
method for solving the linear aerodynamic system will be discussed The CFD model is validated
against experimental data for both steady and unsteady ows
The model order reduction process is discussed in Chapter  and applies to any linearised compu

tational method Here the reduction is applied to the aeroelastic model presented in Chapter  If
the underlying CFD method were available it would be straightforward to extend the methodol
ogy to threedimensional andor viscous ows as well as to more complicated structural dynamic
models Several options for performing the reduction are discussed The rst is a simple inuence
coecient model which is the type typically used in practice Three techniques for obtaining more
general reducedorder models are presented The rst is an eigenmode approach which is not suit
able because of the diculties associated with computation of the aerodynamic eigenmodes The
second method is a unique application of the POD to turbomachinery ows which exploits linearity
of the problem to compute the models eciently in the frequency domain on a single blade passage
Finally the method of choice involves an Arnoldibased approach which is extremely ecient to
compute In this case a basis is selected which replicates the inputoutput characteristic of the CFD
model
In Chapter  reducedorder modelling results are presented for a transonic twentyblade rotor
The aeroelastic response of the system is computed using the POD and Arnoldi approaches and
compared to that obtained using a conventional inuence coecient approach It is found that in
many cases the inuence coecient model cannot capture the dynamics relevant to utter and forced
response accurately while the reducedorder models do so with a three order of magnitude reduction
from the original CFD method
Analysis of a structurally mistuned transonic rotor is considered in Chapter  The reducedorder
models are incorporated into a mistuning design framework and used to provide highdelity results
for robust design Analysis of random mistuning in a rotor is performed and compared to results
obtained using a simple assumedfrequency model Mistuning is identied as an application where
the use of highdelity reducedorder models is critical for predicting aeroelastic response accurately
In Chapter  a multiple blade row model is developed and used to analyse a statorrotor combination
in a lowspeed compressor The stator is found to have a signicant destabilising eect on the system
and it is shown that the isolated blade row analysis inaccurately predicts system stability and forced
response
Finally in Chapter  conclusions and recommendations for future work are presented

Chapter 
Aeroelastic Model
Aeroelasticity is concerned with the interaction between structural dynamics and aerodynamics In
the context of turbomachines models must be developed which accurately describe the deformations
of the bladed disks and also the complicated ow through the engine While the structural dynamics
can typically be well represented by a linear analysis it is generally agreed that the unsteady
aerodynamic eects are extremely complex At least some of the ow details 	such as shock motion
blade loading viscosity and boundary conditions
 must be modelled to obtain realistic analyses
Because very little data exists to isolate the most important of these details the current state of the
art utilises CFD analyses to capture as much of the physics as possible
When deriving an aeroelastic model we are often not concerned with the precise details of the ow
eld but instead with predicting certain relevant output quantities accurately These outputs are
typically the forces and moments acting on the blades and sometimes outgoing ow disturbances at
the passage inlet and exit The aerodynamic problem can therefore be viewed as an inputoutput
system where blade motions incoming ow perturbations and ow operating conditions provide
the inputs Similarly the structural model can be viewed as a means of obtaining the blade dis
placements and stresses given a specic forcing conguration Figure  illustrates the concept of
an inputoutput aeroelastic model Computational models such as nite element models for the
structure and CFD models for the ow should provide an accurate representation of the appropri
ate outputs given a set of input conditions The operating conditions an important input to the
aerodynamic model are represented by many dierent parameters 	for example Mach number ro
tation speed pressure ratio
 and so the aerodynamics constitute a complicated problem with many
controlling parameters
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Figure  Inputoutput view of aeroelastic model
The system has associated to it a certain state which along with the input completely determines
the behaviour and output characteristic For example for the structural system the states may be
the instantaneous deformations and motions of the blades while the aerodynamic states may be the
values of the ow variables over the entire domain The computational tools must provide a model
of how the system states evolve with time due to certain forcing inputs In general we will consider
a bladed disk with r deformable blades operating at conditions represented by " In addition we
will allow an external ow disturbance d A general nonlinear model takes the form
ds
dt
 f	s"d t
 y  g	s"d t
 	

where s contains all the aerodynamic and structural states for the full bladed disk and y contains
all outputs of interest
If we consider small blade deformations and small deviations of the aerodynamics from the mean
operating conditions then 	
 can be linearised to obtain
ds
dt
M	"
sE	"
d 	

where M	"
 represents the linearisation of the unforced dynamics evaluated at the mean operating
conditions " and Ed is the forcing term due to external disturbances

 Aerodynamic Model
As Figure  shows there are many factors aecting the complicated ow through an aeroengine
Full threedimensional simulation of the NavierStokes equations can provide an accurate represen
tation of the system but is not always practical to implement or necessary for a given problem
In many cases simplifying assumptions about the ow can be made reducing the complexity of
the aerodynamic model For example a compressor stage with a large ratio of hub diameter to tip
diameter may be approximated by a linear twodimensional cascade of blades moving in a straight
line Moreover in some problems viscous andor compressibility eects may not be considered im
portant In this research we consider twodimensional inviscid ows Although these assumptions
somewhat restrict the range of applicability of the models important insight and understanding can
be gained which is relevant for many turbomachinery problems including ow through transonic
compressors
Compressors comprise two types of blade rows The rotating rows or rotors consist of a disc with
blades attached and are usually followed by a stationary row of blades known as a stator which
redirect the ow to the axial direction A single compressor stage with a rotor and stator is shown
in Figure  We will consider unsteady ow through the compressor due to external disturbances
in the ow passages These could be from an inhomogeneity in the incoming ow eld 	for example
a temperature variation
 or due to an upstream blade row or strut In addition we allow unsteady
motion of the rotor blades which are modelled as exible structures In the models developed here
each rotor blade can move with a bending displacement 	plunge
 and a twist about an elastic axis
	pitch
 although in general blade shape deformations could be included The stator blades are
assumed to be rigid
Consider a single blade row of the stage shown in Figure  The computational domain for this
blade row is depicted in Figure  The circumferential coordinate  is related to the rectilinear
coordinate y by
 
y
rP
  y  rP      	

where r is the number of blades in the cascade and P is the interblade spacing or pitch Compu
tational boundaries exist at the inlet and exit of the blade row and on the surfaces of each blade
In addition we impose periodic boundaries to retain the circumferential nature of the problem If a
point on the lower periodic boundary has coordinates 	x y
l

 and circumferential location 
l

 y
l
rP

then the corresponding point on the upper periodic boundary 	x y
l
rP 
 has circumferential location

l
  We therefore impose the condition that for any ow quantity u
u	x y
l

  u	x y
l
 rP 
 	

The periodic boundaries are shown in Figure  to be horizontal for the incoming ow and roughly
aligned with the exit angle of the blade for the outgoing ow However the orientation of these
boundaries is arbitrary and does not aect the ow computation The alignment is chosen for
convenience for example for a viscous calculation we would be interested in ow quantities along
the blade wake hence it is useful to align the periodic boundaries as shown in Figure 
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relative outflow
Figure  Rectilinear twodimensional representation of compressor stage
 Governing Equations
Consider a timevarying control volume #	t
 with boundary $	t
 as shown in Figure  The
Euler equations governing the unsteady twodimensional ow of an inviscid compressible uid can
be written in integral form as

t
Z

Wdxdy 
I

	Fn
x
Gn
y

 d$   	
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Figure  Computational domain for single blade row Inlet boundary 	
 exit boundary 	

blade surfaces 	
 and periodic boundaries 	

where n
x
and n
y
are the cartesian components of the unit normal vector pointing out of # W is
the unknown vector of conserved variables given by
W  	 u v e

T
	

and F and G are the inviscid ux vectors given by
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Here  u v p and e denote density cartesian velocity components pressure and total energy
respectively x
t
and y
t
are the speeds in the x and y directions with which the boundary $	t
 moves

Also for an ideal gas the equation of state becomes
e 
p
   



	u
 
 v
 

 	

where  is the ratio of specic heats
 Nonlinear Model
The governing equations are discretised using a nite volume formulation on an unstructured trian
gular grid covering the computational domain and approximations to the unknown ow vector W
are sought at the vertices of that grid For an interior vertex j equation 	
 can be written
d
dt
	V
j
W
j

 
Z

j
	Fn
x
Gn
y

d$   	

where V
j
is the volume consisting of all the triangles having vertex j as shown in Figure  $
j
is the boundary of V
j
and W
j
represents the average value of W over volume V
j
 The integral
in equation 	
 is evaluated by considering weighted summations of ux dierences across each
edge in the control volume   At boundary vertices some of the ow variables are prescribed via
appropriate boundary conditions These prescribed quantities are contained within the vector U
b

while the unknown ow quantities are contained in the vector U For interior nodes the components
of the unknown vector U are the conservative ow variables 	
 while for boundary nodes a
transformation to other appropriate ow quantities is performed The particular transformation
depends on which ow quantities are specied via the boundary conditions at that node For
example at a point j on the blade surface the normal velocity must be specied At that node
we therefore perform a transformation from the conservative variables 	
 to boundary condition
specic variables given by
%
W
j
 	 u
n
 u
t
 p

T
j
 	

where u
n
and u
t
are the normal and tangential velocities respectively The prescribed variable 	u
n


j
will be contained in the vector U
b
 while the unknowns 
j
 	u
t


j
and p
j
will be contained in the
vector U Similar transformations are performed at the passage inlet and exit according to the
particular boundary condition
Evaluation of 	
 at each node combined with appropriate variable transformations leads to a large
set of nonlinear ordinary dierential equations for the unknown ow vector U which can be written

as
dU
dt
R	UU
b
x
   	

where R	UU
b
x
 represents the nonlinear ux contributions which are a function of the problem
geometry x the ow solution U and the boundary conditions U
b
 We consider unsteady motion in
which each blade can move with two degrees of freedom although in general blade shape deforma
tions could also be included For blade i the bending displacement 	plunge
 is denoted by h
i
and
torsion about an elastic axis 	pitch
 by 
i
 The grid geometry x depends directly on the positions
of the individual blades that is for r blades
x  x	h

 

 h
 
 
 
  h
r
 
r

 	

At the passage inlet and exit we allow external ow disturbances These could be for example
timevarying pressure or velocity distortions which may be due to a neighbouring blade row or to
an inhomogeneity in the incoming ow Given blade motion q and disturbance d the boundary
conditions can be written as
U
b
 U
p
	q
&
qdx
 	

where q is a vector containing the plunge and pitch displacements for each blade
q
i
 h
i

i
 
T
 	

In 	
 U
p
is the vector containing the prescribed values of the boundary condition ow variables
at each instant in time In general these values will depend on the instantaneous blade positions
and velocities the external ow disturbance and the instantaneous grid position
We dene outputs of interest in the vector y These could be any feature of the ow eld but
typically are the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on each blade and perhaps the unsteady
ow at the passage inlet and exit The nonlinear CFD model can be summarised as
dU
dt
R	UU
b
x
  
U
b
 U
p
	q
&
qdx

y  y	UU
b
x
 	
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Figure  Control volume V
j
associated to a generic node j of an unstructured grid 	a
 Interior
node 	b
 Boundary node
Steadystate solutions can be evaluated by driving the nonlinear residual R	UU
b
x
 in 	

to zero This is done by implementation of a Newton scheme coupled with an iterative GMRES
solver   Assuming subsonic conditions the density total enthalpy and tangential velocity are
prescribed at the inlet boundary and the exit pressure is specied At the blade surfaces a ow
tangency condition is applied to the velocity For steadystate ows in which the solution is the same
in all passages the computation can be performed on a single blade passage with use of appropriate
periodic boundary conditions as shown in Figure 
prescribe
ρ, vH, prescribe vn
prescribe
     p
Figure  Computational domain for solution of steadystate ow Boundary conditions are applied
at blade surfaces and passage inlet and exit Periodic conditions are applied at dashed boundaries
Inlet and exit boundary conditions shown assume subsonic axial ow

 Linearised Model
For consideration of unsteady ows caused by unsteady disturbances in the passage or by blade
motion the full nonlinear equation 	
 could be integrated in time This procedure is compu
tationally expensive especially if the disturbances considered have circumferential variation If we
limit ourselves to the consideration of small amplitude unsteady motions the problem can be consid
erably simplied by linearising the equations We assume that the unsteady ow and grid geometry
are small perturbations about a steady state
U	x t
  U	x
 U

	x t

U
b
	x t
  U
b
	x
 U

b
	x t

x	t
  x x

	t
 	

Additionally we assume that the unsteady forcing terms q
&
q and d are small Performing a Taylor
expansion about steadystate conditions the nonlinear residual in 	
 can be written
R	UU
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Using the fact that R	UU
b
x
   and neglecting quadratic and higher order terms in U

 U

b
and
x

 the linearised form of equation 	
 is
dU

dt
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U
U

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b
U

b

R
x
x

  	

where all derivatives are evaluated at steadystate conditions Note that due to the linear assumption
the grid is not actually deformed for unsteady calculations however the nal term on the lefthand
side of equation 	
 represents the rstorder eects of grid motion Likewise the boundary
conditions can be linearised to obtain
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We can further simplify the system by condensing U

b
out of 	
 using 	
 and writing the grid
displacement as a linear function of blade displacement
x

 T q 	


where T is a constant transformation matrix The nal set of ordinary dierential equations then
becomes
dU
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which can be written equivalently as
dU

dt
 AU

 Bu Ed 	

Here u  q
&
q 
T
is the blade motion input vector containing the displacement and velocity of each
blade and the matrices B and E contain the appropriate forcing terms of equation 	

It would be possible to include further sensitivities in the linearisation of the governing equations
For example one could consider small variations in the inlet ow Mach number about a nominal
value M

 We would then include a term of the form
R
M
	UU
b
xM


	M  M


 	

in equation 	
 Sensitivities to airfoil shape or other ow parameters could be included in a
similar way
To determine the unsteady response of the cascade the blade motion inputs u	t
 and the external
disturbance d	t
 are specied and the large system 	
 is timemarched to determine the resulting
ow The outputs of interest can be written as a linear function of the ow perturbation U

 The
linearised CFD model can be summarised as
dU

dt
 AU

 Bu Ed
y  CU

 	

and compared to the nonlinear formulation 	
 In the above C is a matrix typically a function
of the problem geometry and the mean ow conditions which denes the outputs of interest For
example if y contains the forces and moments acting on each blade then C contains the geometric
and mean ow contributions to the linearised force calculation It is possible that the outputs may
also depend explicitly on the blade motion and external disturbance in which case the denition of
y in 	
 will also include terms of the form Du and Fd However all outputs considered in this

research 	blade forces and outgoing ow perturbations at the passage inlet and exit
 are dened by
	

 Linearised Boundary Conditions
At the passage inlet and exit the incoming onedimensional characteristic quantities are evaluated in
terms of perturbations in the inlet and exit ows as follows At the inlet prescribe entropy vorticity
and downstream running pressure waves which are given respectively by
c

 p

  c
 



c
 
  c u

t

c

 p

   c u

n
 	

At the outow boundary prescribe the upstream running pressure wave given by
c

 p

   c u

n
 	

Here u

n
and u

t
are the normal and tangential components of perturbation velocity 	note that the
normal is always dened to point out of the domain
 and c is the speed of sound of the steadystate
ow It would also be possible to use more sophisticated models for the inlet and exit boundary
conditions  
On the blade surfaces the normal velocity is prescribed to be equal to the value induced by the
blade motion v
pr
n
 This can be written
v

n  v
pr
n
  vn

 	

where v  u v 
T
is the vector of cartesian velocity components and n  nn

is the instantaneous
position of the surface normal vector Note the two contributions in 	
 The term v
pr
n
which
contains the blade motion will depend on the blade velocities
&
h
j
and &
j
 while the second term
contains the perturbation to the normal vector n

 which depends on blade rotational displacement

j


 Modal Analysis
Due to the fact that for small perturbation analysis the governing equations 	
 are linear any
general fareld disturbance or blade motion can be decomposed into a summation of circumferential
travelling wave components containing just a single spatial frequency and each of these modes
can be considered separately Moreover the temporal variation of the forcing can be viewed as
a superposition of harmonic components By superposing these spatial and temporal modes any
arbitrary disturbance in space and time may be represented The response due to each of these modes
can be computed separately and then recombined appropriately to obtain the overall response to
the general forcing function
Consider rst the motion of r blades given by
u	t
  u
T

	t
 u
T
 
	t
    u
T
r
	t
 
T
 	

Due to the circumferential nature of the problem there exist within this motion discrete allowable
values of spatial frequency 
j
 Moreover due to the discrete nature of the blades the blade motion
contains a nite number of spatial modes For a bladed disk with r blades there are just r possible
modes with spatial frequencies given by

j

j
r
j         r    	

Here 
j
is known as the interblade phase angle and describes the phase dierence between the
motion of a given blade and its neighbour  
A general motion of the blades 	
 can be decomposed into its spatial modes by performing a dis
crete Fourier transform If we denote the complex magnitude of the modal component corresponding
to 
j
by u
j
 then for blade n we can write
u
n
	t
  Re


	
r
X
j
u
j
	t
e
in	
j




 	

The transformation from blade coordinates u to interblade phase angle coordinates u can therefore
be written
u	t
  Re fPu	t
g  	


where the components of P are given by 	

P
nj
 e
in	
j
 	

A similar decomposition can be performed for a general inlet or exit disturbance Still the discrete
values of 
j
dened by 	
 are the only ones allowable 	to satisfy circumferential periodicity
 but
now an innite number of spatial modes may be present that is j can take any integer value The
Fourier transform for a disturbance d can therefore be written
d	t
  Re


	

X
j
d
j
	t
e
i
j




 	

Similarly the timevarying component of blade motion and disturbance forcing can be decomposed
into temporal frequency components In this case an innite number of possible frequencies exists
Thus a motion u can be represented as
u	t
  Re

Z


u	

e
it
d


 	

In practice discrete values of temporal frequency are chosen so that the blade motion can be
represented as a summation over temporal and spatial modes Ifm temporal frequencies are selected
then the motion of blade n can be written as
u
n
	t
  Re


	
m
X
k
r
X
j
u
jk
e
i
k
t
n	
j
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A similar expression can be written for the disturbance With m temporal frequencies and l spatial
frequencies we obtain
d	t
  Re


	
m
X
k
l
X
j
d
jk
e
i
k
t

j
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Assuming decompositions of the form 	
 and 	
 have been performed on the forcing functions
we can now consider each modal component separately Consider then a blade motion u
jk
containing
a single temporal frequency 

k
and single spatial frequency 
j
 The motion of any blade n can be
written in terms of the motion of the rst blade as
u
jk
n
	t
  u
jk

	t
e
in	
j
 	


where also from 	

u
jk

	t
  u
jk
	t
e
i
k
t
 	

The corresponding ow solution in each passage will also be harmonic of the form
U
jk
n
	t
  U
jk
e
i
k
t
e
in	
j
 	

with the same spatial frequency 
j
because all blades have the same aerodynamic shape and so the
jth spatial forcing only excites the jth spatial aerodynamic response Here the vector U
n
represents
the unknown perturbation ow variables associated with blade n Since each U
jk
contains a single
spatial frequency if the response of the rst blade is known then the response of all subsequent
blades can be determined by using 	
 The governing equations can therefore be discretised on
a single blade passage making the computation much more ecient than a time domain calculation
Analogous relations can be written for each modal component of d and the linearised Euler equations
	
 can now be cast in the frequency domain on a single passage as
i

k
 A
j
 U
jk
 Bu
jk
 Ed
jk
 	

where A
j
represents the original matrix A for just one passage but modied to allow for a complex
periodicity condition This condition enforces the fact that the ow along the upper periodic bound
ary is the same as that along the lower periodic boundary but phase shifted by the spatial frequency

j
 Equation 	
 is solved using a complex GMRES algorithm The system is preconditioned by
computing an incomplete LU factorisation of the matrix A
j
 An outline of the GMRES algorithm
is given in Appendix A
The solution procedure can be summarised as follows a general blade motion and disturbance
forcing are decomposed into temporal and spatial harmonics The frequency domain CFD equations
	
 are solved on a single passage for each 

k
 
j
pair to obtain the component of the response
U
jk
in the rst passage These components could then be recombined using a relation of the form
	
 to to obtain the overall response in each passage to the complete forcing
 CFD Model Validation
In this section two cases are presented for validation of the nonlinear steadystate CFD model one
subsonic and one transonic The unsteady linearised solver is validated against experimental data

for a subsonic cascade
 UTRC LowSpeed Cascade
The nonlinear steadystate CFD code was validated against experimental data for a lowspeed
UTRC blade which is documented in   The computational steadystate grid is shown in Figure
 and has  nodes per blade passage The blunt trailing edge of this blade has been made sharp
by linearly tapering the blade thickness The inlet Mach number is  at an angle of 
 
 Figure
 shows a good agreement between the experimental data and the calculated pressure coecient
along the upper and lower surfaces of the blade The higher calculated pressure at the trailing edge
is mainly due to the increase in ow area from the sharpening of the trailing edge
Figure  CFD grid for UTRC subsonic blade  points  triangles
 DFVLR Transonic Cascade
The DFVLR cascade is an experimental cascade set up to analyse the ow in a twodimensional low
turning cascade at transonic and low supersonic inlet Mach numbers The computational domain
for a single passage is shown in Figure  The case selected for analysis here has a steadystate ow
with an inlet Mach number of  at a relative ow angle of 
 
 The pressure contours of the
steadystate solution for this problem are shown in Figure  The steadystate pressure coecient
calculated along the blade compared well with experiment and is shown in Figure 
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Figure  Pressure distribution for UTRC subsonic blade experimental data 	points
 and CFD
results 	lines
 M     
 

 First Standard Con	guration
The standard congurations were established to provide a database of well documented experimental
data for aeroelastic analysis of turbomachines   The rst standard conguration is a low subsonic
compressor stage and is shown in Figure  along with the pressure coecient distributions on the
top and bottom surfaces The stagger angle of the blades is 
 
and the inlet Mach number is 
at an angle of  
 
 The cascade was analysed in sinusoidal pitching motion   e
it
where the
magnitude of the oscillations is   
 
and 
 is dened in terms of the reduced frequency
k 

c
V
 	

where c is the blade chord length and V is the inlet ow velocity For the results presented here
the reduced frequency is k  

Figure  CFD grid for DFVLR transonic rotor  points  triangles
The aerodynamic work per cycle is a measure of the energy transferred from the uid to the structure
in one oscillation period of sinusoidal motion and is given by
W
h

I
Ldh 	

for bending vibrations and
W


I
M
ea
d 	

for torsional vibrations Here L is the aerodynamic force M
ea
is the moment acting about the
elastic axis and the integral is over one oscillation period of the blade The work per cycle quantities
can be used to assess the stability of an aeroelastic system If the work per cycle is positive then
there is a negative amount of damping being applied to the structure and the system is unstable
Negative but low in magnitude values of work per cycle indicate that a system is stable but lightly
damped In  the corresponding aerodynamic damping coecients are dened as
'
h
  
W
h
jhj
 
	


Figure  Steadystate pressure contours for DFVLR transonic rotor M     
 

and
'

  
W

jj
 
 	

The aerodynamic damping was evaluated as a function of interblade phase angle using the CFD
analysis and is plotted in Figure  along with the experimental data from   The aeroelastic force
coecients were determined experimentally as the transfer functions between the imposed vibratory
motion and the measured lift or moment The imaginary part of these coecients is a measure of
the aeroelastic damping Figure  shows a good correlation with the experimental data The
agreement obtained is much better than that shown in  for other analytic and computational
methods
 Structural Model
So far the computational model for the aerodynamic governing equations has been presented In
	
 we also require a model which describes the evolution of the structural states This could be a

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Figure  Pressure distribution for DFVLR transonic blade experimental data 	points
 and CFD
results 	lines
 M     
 

complicated model such as a nite element analysis which describes the general deformations of each
blade or a simple model such as a loworder massspring system Here each blade is allowed just two
structural degrees of freedom 	pitch and plunge
 The structural equations governing this motion
can be derived by considering a simple massspringdamper model with two degrees of freedom as
shown in Figure  For a blade with mass per unit length m and chord c the equations of motion
can be written in nondimensional form as

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Figure  First standard conguration blade pressure distribution M      
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where M
i
  C
i
 and K
i
 are the nondimensional mass damping and stiness matrices for each
blade i and are given by
M
i
 

 x

x

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 

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Here 

h
and 


are the uncoupled natural frequencies of the blade in plunge and pitch respectively
	 is the structural damping coecient x

is the nondimensional distance of the centre of gravity
from the elastic axis and r

is the radius of gyration about the elastic axis The reduced frequency
is dened in terms of the plunge natural frequency k 

h
c
V
 and the load vector for each blade is
L
i

M
 


 C
i
l
C
i
m

 	

where C
i
l
is the lift coecient for blade i and C
i
m
is the moment coecient about the aerodynamic
centre which is located a distance a chord lengths in front of the elastic axis M is the inlet Mach
number and  is the blade mass ratio given by
 
m
c
 
 	
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Figure  First standard conguration torsional aerodynamic damping coecient as a function
of interblade phase angle M      
 
 k  
By using the identities
dh
j
dt

&
h
j
and
d
j
dt
 &
j
 the structural system 	
 can be written as a rst
order system as follows
du
dt
 Su Ty 	

where u
i
 q
i
&
q
i
 as in the aerodynamic system 	
 y contains the aerodynamic force and
moment coecients for each blade and the matrices S and T follow from 	
 We note that in
reality the rotation of the rotor will aect the structural system as dened in 	
 However for
the purpose of this simple structural analysis this will be ignored
 Coupled AerodynamicStructural Model
Equation 	
 shows the coupling between the aerodynamic and structural models To determine
the structural states it is necessary to know the instantaneous aerodynamic forces and moments
acting These forces depend on the aerodynamics states which in turn require the blade motion u

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c
Figure  Typical section structural model for blade i
as input to equation 	
 The coupled aerodynamicstructural system can be written as

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&
u
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
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

d 	

At each timestep the external disturbance d could be specied and the structural and aerodynamic
equations solved simultaneously to determine the system forced response Equation 	
 can also
be used to investigate stability properties by determining the eigenvalues of the unforced coupled
system Since a simple structural model was considered there are only four structural states per
blade However the CFD model describing the aerodynamics has tens of thousands of states per
blade passage 	four unknowns for every point in the computational domain
 Although the system
	
 describes the aerodynamics well it is very large and not well suited to aeroelastic analysis
In the next chapter alternative loworder aerodynamic models will be discussed

Chapter 
ReducedOrder Aerodynamic
Modelling
While the CFD model described in the previous section provides an accurate representation of the
ow aerodynamics the set of ordinary dierential equations obtained is extremely large There are
four unknowns at each grid point in the computational domain so the system size is typically of the
order of tens of thousands of unknowns per blade passage The aeroelastic model 	
 is so large
that it is not at all well suited to stability analysis or to control design It is therefore desirable to
develop a model which still provides an accurate description of the relevant system aerodynamics
but which has only a few states Such a model would not only be ecient for solving unsteady ow
problems but would also provide an excellent framework for coupling with global engine models and
for control design
Loworder models have been proposed that fall into essentially two categories The rst is to obtain
a model by making simplifying assumptions about the physics of the problem For example the ow
may be assumed to be incompressible and twodimensional while the blades can be regarded as at
plates These assumptions lead to loworder actuatordisc methods which can be solved analytically
such as that developed in   While the simpliedphysics models often provide insight to a given
problem and have been widely used the assumptions involved are generally very restrictive More
general models can be obtained via the second approach which involves model order reduction of
a highorder CFD method Within this category there are again two possibilities The rst is to
simplify the CFD model by computing the system response at particular ow conditions The overall

response is then characterised in terms of constant coecients which represent the CFD solution at
these assumed conditions but which are used to provide the aerodynamic model for all ows These
methods are referred to as assumedfrequency or inuence coecient models Alternatively one
can systematically reduce the order of CFD method by projecting it onto a reducedorder subspace
thus restricting its range of validity In some sense the assumedfrequency methods are a subset of
this approach since by restricting the CFD model to a single ow condition they compute a model
of the lowest possible order 	constant coecients
 The idea of systematic model order reduction is
to increase the number of states in the loworder model thereby preserving a larger range of validity
Aerodynamic inuence coecient models have been used in many turbomachinery aeroelastic ap
plications for example in      The response is calculated from a CFD model by imposing
sinusoidal motion on the blade at a particular frequency 	often the blade natural frequency
 These
aerodynamics are then assumed to represent the system for all ows In practice a signicant
amount of coupling often exists between the ow and the structure as will be demonstrated in this
chapter by some typical examples In this case the blade response will contain a range of frequen
cies and an inuence coecient model cannot accurately represent the system dynamics Instead
a highdelity loworder model which is valid over a range of frequencies can be obtained by pro
jecting the CFD model onto a set of basis vectors These vectors are chosen carefully so that the
relevant system dynamics can be well represented with a small number of states the eciency of
the model can be characterised by the number of states required to accurately capture the relevant
dynamics Reducedorder models developed in this manner can be easily cast into statespace form
and hence lend themselves naturally to control design problems
An inuence coecient model derived from the linearised CFD model of Chapter  will be presented
in this chapter along with some other options for constructing reducedorder models There are
several alternatives available for choosing the basis vectors some of which will be discussed in this
chapter One is to derive a set of vectors which depend on the system operator that is a set of vectors
which depend on the large linearised matrix A in equation 	
 Eigenmodes are well known as an
ecient means of representing a solution over a given frequency range and have been widely used
in modal analyses for structural problems and also for aerodynamic reducedorder modelling  
However to calculate eigenmodes for a large complex problem can be dicult An alternative is
to use the singular vectors of the system which are easy to compute however these vectors do not
possess the modal character of the eigenvectors and there is no guarantee that the required dynamics
can be captured with a reduced set Another option is to construct a set of vectors based on the
solution characteristics of the problems under consideration The proper orthogonal decomposition

  is a method for extracting modal information based on simulations of the system The
nal method which will be discussed is based on spanning Krylov subspaces of the matrix A This
approach is related to the eigenmode models and includes the POD as a special case
 Aerodynamic In	uence Coe
cients
The rst method of CFD model order reduction that will be described is an assumedfrequency
approach The highorder aeroelastic CFD model 	
 will be used to calculate the blade response
to a particular prescribed set of inputs This calculation results in a set of inuence coecients
which are coupled to the structural model and assumed to represent the response for all ows For
blade motion these inuence coecients represent the magnitude of the forces generated on each
blade due to an imposed unit sinusoidal motion on one blade and all other blades xed For external
forcing they represent the forces generated on each blade due to a unit sinusoidal disturbance in the
appropriate ow quantity Although coecients must be constructed for each of the r blades being
perturbed in turn the calculation need only be performed for the rst blade with the remaining
r    cases obtained through symmetry considerations
Consider the calculation for plunging motion 	those for pitching motion and external disturbance
follow analogously
 We impose a unit sinusoidal motion at a particular frequency 

c
 on the rst
blade and x all other blades 
h

 e
i
c
t

h
j
  j        r 	

Although the motion is written as a complex quantity this is done for convenience and it is only the
real part which is relevant The analysis can be completed more easily using complex quantities
and then the real part of the nal answer taken
The linearised CFD model 	
 could be used to obtain the amplitude of the force acting on
each blade under these conditions This would involve performing a time simulation of the large
linearised system for the entire bladed disk The calculation can be performed much more eciently
by exploiting the linearity of the governing equations and performing a modal analysis as described
in Section  The blade motion h already contains a single temporal frequency and can be
further decomposed into a nite set of orthogonal spatial Fourier modes The component of motion

corresponding to spatial mode j is given by h
j
and has an interblade phase angle of 
j
 jr
Since 	
 is linear the force contribution due to each h
j
can be computed separately and then
summed together over all j to obtain the overall force acting
Consider the imposed blade motion given by 	
 Applying the inverse of the transformation 	

to obtain the modal components of this motion we nd
h
j


r
j         r    	

and note that since 	
 represents a discrete spatial delta function the Fourier transform 	
 is
a constant The response due to each of the spatial modes can then be determined by solving the
complex frequency domain Euler equations 	
 on a single blade passage requiring a total of r
solves for each set of inuence coecients Recombining the results for each spatial mode via 	

we obtain the complex force amplitude L acting on each blade due to sinusoidal motion of blade
one The instantaneous force acting on blade j due to motion of blade one can therefore be written
as
L
j
	t
 

L
R
j
 iL
I
j

h

	t
 	

where L
R
and L
I
represent the real and imaginary parts of L respectively In order to obtain real
coecients which can be implemented in the time domain we note that for the assumed sinusoidal
motion blade velocity is related to blade displacement via
&
h  i

c
h Equation 	
 can therefore
be written as
L
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and used in an inuence coecient model to represent the force generated on blade j due to any
general motion of blade one However due to the assumptions made in obtaining the coecients
the representation for nonsinusoidal motions will obviously contain inaccuracies
The procedure to calculate the inuence coecients can be summarised as follows Firstly for each
type of blade motion impose a unit motion on blade one which varies sinusoidally with time at
the assumed frequency 

c
 and x all other blades Next decompose this motion into its r spatial
Fourier modes and compute the resulting ow for each mode separately by solving the complex
system 	
 a total of r times Each of these contributions is then summed over the full rotor
using 	
 to determine the overall ow response and the resulting aerodynamic force on each
blade This produces the inuence coecients for motion of blade one Finally the coecients for

subsequent blades can be obtained via symmetry that is noting that the force on blade n due to
motion at blade m is identical to the force on blade np due to motion at blade mp Coecients
for external disturbances are computed in an analogous way noting that allowable spatial frequencies

j
now hold for any integer value of j In practice a nite set of values of spatial frequency are
chosen which are representative of the expected disturbances These inuence coecients are then
used to represent the aerodynamics in equation 	
 for all ows not just sinusoidal motions at


c

 Reduction Using Congruence Transforms
Although the aerodynamic inuence coecient method provides a means of obtaining loworder
highdelity aerodynamics the resulting model is only precise for sinusoidal motions at the assumed
frequency and has an unknown region of validity for other similar 	in frequency content and forcing
shape
 ows Interaction between the aerodynamics and structure often excites a signicant range of
temporal frequencies and damping in the blade aeroelastic response and in many turbomachinery
ows a high degree of coupling or bladetoblade variations may be present in which case these
simple models are inadequate Also nonsinusoidal forcing inputs may often be of interest An
alternative approach is to take the highorder linear CFD model 	
 and project it onto a set of
ecient basis vectors to create a loworder model which captures the relevant highdelity dynamics
over a range of frequencies
It is desirable to choose an orthogonal set of vectors since the resulting congruent transformation
preserves the system deniteness and therefore often preserves system stability If the set of q
orthonormal basis vectors are contained in the columns of the matrix V
q
 a qth order approximation
to the perturbation solution can be made by assuming
U

 V
q
v 	

where v	t
 is the reducedorder aerodynamic state vector Substituting this representation of U

into the linearised governing equations 	
 we obtain the reducedorder system
dv
dt
 V
T
q
AV
q
v  V
T
q
Bu V
T
q
Ed 	

Writing the reducedorder matrix as A  V
T
q
AV
q
 it is clear from 	
 that the deniteness of the

original system has been preserved Consider an arbitrary vector w then
w
T
Aw  w
T
V
T
q
AV
q
w  	V
q
w

T
A 	V
q
w
  	

Therefore if the original matrix A yields strictly positive results from a quadratic form such as 	

so will the reduced system matrix A This is the denition of positive deniteness an analogous
statement can be made for negative deniteness and we also note that indenite matrices remain
indenite A negative semidenite matrix implies that all the eigenvalues have nonpositive real part
and the aerodynamic system is stable In this case the model reduction will preserve the stability
properties of the system Many representations involve the computation of two sets of vectors a
right set V
q
and a left set W
q
 where V
q
and W
q
are orthogonal In this case the reducedorder
system becomes
dv
dt
W
T
q
AV
q
v W
T
q
BuW
T
q
Ed 	

and in general the deniteness of the matrix is not preserved Unfortunately in the aerodynamic
governing equations considered here it is not possible to determine the deniteness of the system
matrix The result 	
 is therefore of limited use in this context
 Eigenmode Representation
A reducedorder model can be obtained by computing the eigenmodes of the large linear system
	
 and selecting just a few to form a basis This approach has been taken for many problems
especially in structural dynamics where the matrices are generally symmetric and the eigenmodes
are easy to compute Typically the modes with low frequencies are chosen A large error can result
from the omission of the higher frequency modes especially if the forcing contains a signicant
highfrequency component This error can be reduced by using a static correction as discussed in
  Eigenmodes have been used to form reducedorder models in many applications While they
may in practice form a very ecient basis they are very expensive and dicult to compute for such
large systems even in a twodimensional analysis
To describe the diculties associated with the computation of eigenvalues in a turbomachinery con
text an attempt was made to calculate the eigenmodes of the system 	
 for the subsonic rotor
described in Section  The numerical package ARPACK was used for the eigenvalue computa
tions   This software uses the Implicitly Restarted Arnoldi Method and is appropriate for sparse

complex matrices However only the rst ve eigenmodes were able to be calculated accurately for
a large problem even with the use of complex shifting techniques The degree of illconditioning of
the eigenvalue problem was investigated by looking at the sensitivity of the eigenvalues to random
perturbations in the entries of the matrix A For a smaller problem 	a very coarse grid
 of size
n   the eigenvalue spectrum was calculated The eigenmodes for this case were calculated
accurately using a complex shifting technique The matrix entries were then randomly perturbed
by quantities on the order of  of the diagonal term and the eigenvalues were recalculated In
this case less than a  movement of the eigenvalues was noted The same process was applied
for perturbations of the order  and the eigenvalues were now seen to vary signicantly up to
 for some modes These results are plotted in Figure  The same analysis was applied to a
realistic problem 	n  
 and it can be seen from Figure  that even perturbations of the order
 made a signicant dierence to the eigenvalues with variations of up to  observed It
was determined that the eigenvalue problem for a realistic grid was very illconditioned which means
that the matrix is nonnormal This makes it very dicult to calculate the eigenmodes accurately
and also suggests that the eigenmodes may not have physical signicance  
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In addition for a nonsymmetric problem as in the system considered here both the right eigen
vectors V
q
and the left eigenvectors W
q
must be computed Although this is not a congruent
transformation a basis is obtained which preserves system stability since the eigenvalues of the
reducedorder model are a subset of the original system eigenvalues This can be seen by noting
that the reduced system matrix is
A W
T
q
AV
q
 )
q
 	

where )
q
is a diagonal matrix whose entries are the eigenvalues corresponding to those eigenvectors
included in the basis V
q

Other orthogonal sets can be computed more easily for example the singular vectors of the matrix
however these lack the eciency of the eigenvectors and a very large number may be required to
obtain reasonable solutions A reducedorder model was constructed using the right singular vectors
as a basis and it was determined that several hundred modes per interblade phase angle were required
to capture the relevant ow dynamics accurately

 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
The POD is a popular alternative to the eigenmode approach for determining an ecient basis
Typically a time simulation of the system for a characteristic unsteady ow is performed and
instantaneous solutions or snapshots are obtained at selected times These snapshots are then
combined to produce an orthogonal set of basis vectors which represents the solution U

in some
optimal way The criterion for choosing the basis vectors was rst posed in variational form in  
Here we consider choosing the basis vectors  so as to maximise the following cost  
max
 
hj	U


j
 
i
	


hj	U


j
 
i
	

 	

where 	U


 denotes the scalar product of the basis vector with the eld U

	x t
 and h i represents
a timeaveraging operation Equation 	
 can be rewritten as a constrained optimisation problem
max
  	
hj	U


j
 
i 	

We can then form the Lagrangian function
L	 
  hj	U


j
 
i    	
    	

where  is the Lagrange multiplier for the constraint on the norm of the basis vector By dierenti
ating 	
 and setting the result to be zero we obtain that the function  providing the maximum
in 	
 is an eigenfunction of the kernel K dened by
K	xx


 

n
n
X
i
U

i
	x
U

i
	x


 	

where U

i
	x
 is the instantaneous perturbation ow eld at a time t
i
and the number of snapshots
n is suciently large   The eigenvectors of K are of the form
 
n
X
i
B
i
U

i
 	

where the constants B
i
can be seen to satisfy the eigenvector equation
CB  )B 	

and C is now the correlation matrix constructed by forming inner products between the snapshots
C
ij


n
	U

i
U

j

   i  n   j  n 	


It can also be shown  that the maximum in 	
 is achieved and the eigenfunction obtained
corresponds to 

 the largest eigenvalue of C
The procedure to calculate the POD basis vectors can be summarised as follows A set of n snapshots
characterising problems of interest is obtained and used to calculate the correlation matrix C dened
by 	
 The eigenvalues 
i
and eigenvectors a
i
 
i


i
 
   
i
n
 
T
of C are computed and ordered
according to the size of the real eigenvalues 

 
 
     
n
 Now the basis vectors 
i
are
chosen as linear combinations of the snapshots namely 
i

P
n
j

i
j
U

j
 Then for any q we
represent the solution as a linear combination of basis vectors
U

	x t
 
q
X
i
v
i
	t

i
	x
 	

The magnitude of the ith POD eigenvalue 
i
determines the amount of ow energy h	U

U


i
contained in the ith basis vector and since
q
X
i
hjv
i
	t
j
 
i 
q
X
i

i
 	

for a given number of modes the POD is optimal for reconstructing a signalU

	x t
 in the sense that
the subspace spanned by the resulting vectors 
i
minimizes the averaged energy or the norm
of the error between the exact and projected data
 Snapshot Generation
Typically in a POD approach of the form described a time simulation of the full system is run which
is characteristic of the types of ows we wish to analyse and control In this simulation certain modes
of the system are excited and the POD analysis captures this information as snapshots are taken
at dierent instants in time It is therefore crucial that the important system dynamics are excited
in the sample simulation This raises an issue if the reducedorder model is to be used for control
since the idea in controlling a system is the change the nature of the system dynamics If the POD
analysis is performed on the uncontrolled system then the modes captured could be completely
dierent from the important dynamics of the controlled system and the reducedorder model will
not accurately represent the controlled system   Also the timemarching simulation of the full
bladed disk is an expensive computation
A more convenient approach is to use linearity and the frequency domain to address some of the
problems associated with the timedomain POD method The frequencydomain form of the Euler

equations was discussed in the previous chapter The forcing and aerodynamic response is de
composed into spatial and temporal Fourier modes and the snapshots for each of these modes are
obtained separately A conventional POD analysis on a motion which contains just a single temporal
frequency shows that only two independent modes exist The harmonic motion can be completely
reproduced with a linear combination of these two modes We also note that a harmonic motion
can be completely described by a complex magnitude vector as in 	

U

 Ue
it
 	U
R
cos
t U
I
sin
t
  i	U
I
cos
tU
R
sin
t
 	

Rather than obtaining the snapshots from a time simulation of each harmonic component of the
forcing for each spatial frequency 
j
we pick a set of sample temporal frequencies 

k
and solve
the frequency domain equations 	
 on a single passage to obtain the complex solution U
jk
 We
then take the real and imaginary parts of this solution as snapshots for the POD process If the
complex solution for frequencies 
j
and 

k
has real and imaginary parts U
R
and U
I
respectively
the snapshots for the full rotor are constructed as follows
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Because we are working in the frequency domain and the forcing contains a single spatial frequency
all complex solves are made on just a single passage The frequency domain approach is there
fore much more ecient than sampling in the time domain Additionally we are picking relevant
frequency content when choosing the basis vectors rather than modes which are excited under a
certain type of forcing If it is possible to assess what range of frequencies will be present in both
the uncontrolled and the controlled response then a reducedorder model can be constructed which
represents both sets of system dynamics

The quality of the reducedorder model is highly dependent on the 	arbitrary
 choice of sample
frequencies Careful consideration needs to be given to ensure that the range sampled spans all
important frequencies in problems of interest and also that a suciently high number of frequencies
within this range are included Although much more ecient than a time domain POD analysis
this model requires the large matrix i

k
 A
j
 to be factored for each pair of snapshots If a large
frequency range needs to be considered the cost of generating the model can become high
 ArnoldiBased Model Order Reduction
In this section an approach will be developed which is related to the eigenmode approach and
includes the POD method as a special case A set of Arnoldi vectors is used to construct the basis
  The Arnoldi vectors approximate the eigenvectors  but are much more straightforward to
compute The full set of Arnoldi vectors spans the same solution space as the system eigenvectors
a reduced set of q vectors spans the qth order Krylov subspace The approach also contains some
avour of the POD in that an ecient reduced set can be constructed by considering inputs and
outputs of interest While the basis is easy to compute some of the issues associated with the
sampling requirements in the POD are addressed Pad!ebased reducedorder models have been
developed for linear circuit analysis using the Lanczos process   This approach matches as many
moments of the system transfer function as there are degrees of freedom in the reduced system
While the Arnoldi vectors match only half the number of moments as the Pad!e approximation they
preserve system deniteness and as discussed in Section  in the case of a stable negative denite
system therefore preserve stability   The Arnoldi vectors are also much cheaper to compute than
the Pad!e vectors
Our basic goal is to obtain a reduced system which has many fewer states than the original system
but which still represents the original systems dynamics accurately One approach to ensuring
accurate representation of system dynamics would be to try to match the transfer functions of the
reduced and the original systems This would enable us to replicate the output behaviour of the
highorder CFD model for a range of inputs Consider rst a single input single output system
&
U

 AU

 bu y  c
T
U

 	

We note that if the output denition were to include direct transmission terms of the form Du or
Fd these would not aect the model order reduction procedure The transfer function between

input u	t
 and output y	t
 is
H	s
  c
T
	sI  A


b 	

which can also be represented as a rational function
H	s
 
N	s

D	s


b
n
s
n
 b
n 
s
n 
    b

s b

a
n
s
n
 a
n
s
n
    a

s 
 	

where n is the dimension of the highorder system 	
 A qth order Pad!e approximation to the
transfer function is obtained by retaining q coecients in each of the polynomials N	s
 and D	s
 as
follows
H
q
	s
 
%
b
q
s
q
   
%
b

s
%
b

%a
q
s
q
 %a
q
s
q
    %a

s 
 	

The q coecients %a
j
and
%
b
k
are selected so as to match the coecients of the rst q terms in a
McLaurin expansion of the transfer function 	
 We can write
H	s
   

X
k
m
k
s
k
 	

where the kth coecient
m
k
 c
T
A
k
	
b 	

is the kth moment ofH	s
 By equating 	
 and 	
 and considering each power of s separately
a system of equations for the %a
j
and
%
b
k
can be obtained The q Pad!e vectors can be constructed
via the Lanczos process and will therefore lead to a reducedorder system which matches the rst
q moments of H	s

An alternative approach is to use the Arnoldi method to generate a set of vectors which spans the
qth order Krylov subspace dened by
K
q
	Ab
  spanfA

bA
 
b A
q
bg 	

By selecting the sequence of vectors
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

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

q
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q
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
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 
    
q

 	

for the basis V
q
 a qth order reducedorder model of the form 	
 is obtained In 	
 the symbol
 denotes the orthogonalisation of each vector with all previous vectors This is done by subtracting
the appropriate components as in a standard GramSchmidt orthogonalisation procedure The q
moments of the transfer function of this reduced system are identical to the rst q moments of
the original system transfer function as is proved in   The Arnoldi approach therefore matches
only half the number of moments as the Pad!e approximation however the basis is much cheaper to
compute It is possible to reduce systems with multiple inputs using the block Arnoldi method For
example if we consider a system with two inputs u

and u
 

&
U

 AU

 b

u

 b
 
u
 
 	

then the block Arnoldi method is used to generate vectors which span the Krylov subspace
K
q
	Ab

b


  spanfA

b

A

b
 
A
 
b

A
 
b
 
 A
q
b

A
q
b
 
 g 	

We also note that it is not necessarily the rst q moments of the transfer function which must be
matched If we were to consider a Taylor series expansion of the transfer function about some non
zero value of s a model could be obtained which would give a better approximation of the system
dynamics for higher frequencies For an expansion about s  i
 the jth basis vector has the form
	A  i


j
b These multiple frequency point Arnoldi methods are described in  
 Computation of Arnoldi Basis
In order to calculate the basis we consider input vectors which correspond to a particular blade hav
ing a unit displacement or velocity and all other blades xed Although vectors must be constructed
for each of the r blades being perturbed in turn the calculation need only be performed once with
the remaining r    vectors constructed through symmetry considerations Once again we can use
linearity to decompose this forcing into a set of r orthogonal modes each containing a single spatial
frequency via 	
 and the calculation for each of these modes can be performed on a single blade
passage For expansions of the transfer function about s  i

k
 solutions must be performed of
the complex frequency domain equations 	
 The resulting solutions are then combined via the

inverse of the transformation 	
 to obtain the rst blade basis vector Vectors for subsequent
blades are computed through use of symmetry Further simplication can be obtained by noting
that for expansions about s   the set of Arnoldi vectors for spatial frequencies  and   are
complex conjugates of one another The algorithm for the single input single output case expanded
about 

k
is shown below
Algorithm  Arnoldi Method
arnoldiinput Ab 

k
 q
k
 r output V
q

f
for 	j   j  r    j 
 f  loop over interblade phase angles
Factor i

k
 A
j
  most expensive step in the algorithm
Solve i

k
 A
j
 

 b  first basis vector 

 A

jk
b
for 	k   k  q
k
 k 
 f  loop over Krylov subspace directions
Solve i

k
 A
j
 w  
k
 subsequent vectors 
i
 A

jk

i
for 	i   i  k i
 f  orthogonalise wrt previous vectors
h  w
T

i
 compute projections
w  w   h
i
 subtract the projections for orthogonality
g

k


w
jjwjj
 normalise to get the 	k  
th basis vector
g
V
j
q
 


q
  qth order basis for jth spatial frequency
g
g
 Arnoldi Approach versus POD
One can see the similarities between the POD approach and the multiple frequency point Arnoldi
method In fact solving the system 	
 at J frequencies to obtain the POD snapshots results in

an identical data set as taking J frequency points and computing a single Arnoldi vector at each
point 	the subsequent orthogonalisation procedure diers between the two methods
 This can be
seen by noting that the vector which solves the complex system 	
 is both the POD snapshot at
the frequency 

k
and the rst vector in the Arnoldi basis expanded about 

k
 It is postulated that
very ecient models could be constructed by considering a range of frequencies and using the POD
analysis to choose the basis vectors but also computing more than one vector at each frequency
as in the Arnoldi approach One must evaluate the relative gain in choosing a higher number of
frequency points since by far the most expensive part of the calculation is the factorisation of the
matrix in solving the linear system In the Arnoldi approach the matrix is computed and factored
just once for each 

k
and 
j
 but as outlined in the Algorithm  q
k
vectors are obtained per
factorisation For the POD a dierent matrix must be factored for every pair of snapshots and
moreover the number of snapshots typically exceeds the nal number of basis vectors constructed
by a signicant amount
 Arnoldi Model Extensions
The Arnoldi method described here could be further extended to produce even more ecient models
It would be possible to consider the dual problem That is instead of forming vectors which span
the Krylov space K
q
	Ab
 we choose vectors which span the dual Krylov space K

q
	A
T
 c
 This
would involve solving a series of systems of the form A
T
v  c In this way more ecient models can
be obtained if the number of inputs of the original system is greater than the number of outputs
This is typically the case in aeroelastic analyses since for each structural degree of freedom there
are two inputs 	blade position and velocity
 and just one output 	aerodynamic force or moment

For example for plunge the inputs are h and
&
h while the single output is the force on the blade C
l

This concept could be further extended if both inputs and outputs of interest were included in the
choice of basis vectors The resulting system could be postprocessed using a truncated balanced
realisation to get even more improvement  
 Projection onto Optimal Basis Vectors
Although we use the frequency domain to obtain the snapshots eciently on a single blade passage
	whether using the POD or the Arnoldi approach
 the reducedorder model is developed in the time
domain for the full rotor The resulting set of ordinary dierential equations is in statespace form
and can therefore be easily incorporated into a general aeroelastic analysis


 Static Corrections
If eigenmodes are used to form the basis a signicant error can arise due to the highfrequency
modes which are excluded especially if the forcing function contains a signicant component in
these frequencies This has been well documented for both structural dynamic problems  and
aerodynamic problems    The modedisplacement method can be used to reduce this error
thus allowing accurate models to be constructed with a small number of eigenmodes The high
frequency modes can be assumed to respond in a quasistatic way so that the solution can be
written
U

	x t
  U
hom
	x t
 U
par
	x t
 	

The homogeneous part of the solution is projected onto a small number of basis functions
U
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q
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v
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i
	x
 	

while static corrections are derived for blade motion and each type of external disturbance If we
consider the external ow disturbance to be in the th spatial Fourier mode d	 t
  d

	t
e
il

then the particular solution is
U
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	x t
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The static correction functions U
h
 U

h
 U

and U

are particular solutions of the ow system and
are precomputed by solving for steady ows with unit boundary conditions on blade position and
velocity Similarly U

is the th spatial Fourier component of a steady ow with a unit external
disturbance and is also precomputed
These corrections are not required for the POD or Arnoldi approaches since the basis vectors are
selected based on solutions of the ow system which already contain the relevant highfrequency
dynamics In fact we note that for Arnoldi vectors computed about s   the rst basis vector is
exactly the static correction although the solution representation is slightly dierent For example
if we consider plunge and write the forcing term Bu in 	
 as b
h
hb

h
&
h then the rst two Arnoldi
vectors satisfy the equations
A

 b
h
	


and
A
 
 b

h
 	

Equations 	
 and 	
 represent exactly ows with a unit blade displacement and velocity
respectively which are the conditions used to obtain the static corrections The resulting reduced
order models have a much simpler form if the static corrections are not used For completeness
derivation of reducedorder models both with and without the corrections will be presented

 ReducedOrder Models
If no static corrections are used the reducedorder model is simple to derive The assumed expansion
for the solution 	
 is substituted into the governing equations 	
 where the basis vectors 
could be derived from either the POD or the Arnoldibased approach Using orthogonality a system
of ordinary dierential equations for the modal coecients is obtained as follows
dv
i
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The reducedorder model is constructed by considering each pair of interblade phase angles 
separately and using the fact that solutions at dierent interblade phase angles since they represent
circumferential Fourier modes are orthogonal to one another Since 	
 represents a congruent
transformation the deniteness of the original matrix A is preserved as discussed in Section 
The full statespace system can be written
&
v  Av BuEd y  Cv 	

where v contains all the modal coecients and the A matrix is block diagonal according to interblade
phase angle
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This can be seen by noting that for a basis vector 
j
corresponding to interblade phase angle 
j

the vector A
j
also has a spatial frequency of 
j
since the matrix A is periodic and is the same in
each passage The value of 
T
i
A
j
in 	
 is therefore zero if 
j
and 
i
correspond to dierent

spatial frequencies Note also that in 	
 the states v correspond to each interblade phase angle
while the inputs u correspond to each blade
The output vector y contains quantities of interest typically the aerodynamic forces and moments
acting on each blade For r blades the output vector y dening aerodynamic forces and moments is
given by
y 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The matrix C denes the output appropriately and is typically a function of the problem geometry
With the use of static corrections the system becomes a little more complicated Substituting the as
sumed expansions for the perturbation solution 	
 and 	
 into the governing equations 	

and using orthogonality a slightly dierent system of ordinary dierential equations is obtained as
follows
dv
i
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T
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where the forcing vector f is given by
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Because the static correction functions are derived for each interblade phase angle h and  in 	

represent the component of blade displacement corresponding to a particular spatial frequency In
order to write these in terms of the actual blade displacements the problem is formulated in a
standing wave representation which allows for arbitrary transient motion of the blades   The
arbitrary motion of r blades u
j
can be represented as a superposition of r standing wave modes
For example for plunge displacement we write
h
j
	t
 
r  

X
r
h
cr
	t
 cos j
r
 h
sr
	t
 sin j
r
  	


The two travelling modes corresponding to interblade phase angles  and   are considered together
to obtain two standing wave modes for each pair This can be written equivalently in matrix form
as
h 
%
Ph
r
 	

where h contains the plunge displacement of each blade as a function of time and h
r
contains the
socalled multiblade coordinates h
cr
and h
sr

%
P is the transformation matrix from standing waves
to blade coordinates and is given by
%
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
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The system of ordinary dierential equations 	
 can therefore be written
&
v  Av B
r
%
u
r
E
&
d y  Cv D
r
%
u
r
 Fd 	

where
%
u
r
contains the displacement velocity and acceleration components corresponding to each
standing wave mode and B
r
and E contain the appropriate forcing terms of 	
 The expression
for the output y is obtained by substituting the assumed expansions 	
 and 	
 into the
linearised output denition y  CU

 Using the transformation 	
 for each of the standing
wave displacements velocities and accelerations we can replace
%
u
r
in 	
 to obtain the resulting
statespace system
&
v  Av B
%
uE
&
d y  Cv D
%
u Fd 	

where
%
u now contains the displacements velocities and accelerations of each blade Note that both
q	t
 which is used for evaluating output and
(
q	t
 which occurs in the forcing term appear in the
model Similarly the forcing term requires the evaluation of
&
d The matrix A is still block diagonal
by interblade phase angle however we now require the matrices C D and F to dene the outputs
where the extra matrices D and F arise from the representation of the solution 	


 ReducedOrder Modelling Summary
Currently in aeroelastic analyses inuence coecients are computed for imposed sinusoidal motion
from a highdelity aerodynamic model In this way a low order but accurate means of representing
the aerodynamics in 	
 is obtained However these models are only valid at the frequency at
which they were computed and for a typical system in which the blade response contains a range of
frequencies these models are insucient The challenge has therefore been to develop aerodynamic
models which are not only low order and high delity but which also describe the aerodynamics
over a range of frequencies This can be achieved via reducedorder modelling in which appropriate
CFD solutions are projected onto a reducedspace basis
The eigenmodes of the system would be a desirable choice for basis vectors since they depend on
the aerodynamic operator and capture all the possible dynamics A reduced set can be constructed
by considering only eigenvalues whose frequencies fall within the range of interest However eigen
problems of the type encountered in turbomachinery ows are too illconditioned numerically to be
used The singular vectors of the system are also operator dependent and are easy to compute
however it was found that hundreds of vectors per blade passage were required to get an accurate
model The proper orthogonal decomposition has been used very successfully to construct accurate
models eciently however for a typical bladed disk the cost of generating the snapshots can be
high if a large frequency range is to be considered Another issue with the POD approach is that it
is necessary to determine the arbitrary set of sample frequencies Typically some knowledge will be
available on the range of frequencies expected to be present in the system response and the POD
will be sampled over this range However it is also necessary to choose exactly which frequencies
will be sampled within this range If samples are placed too far apart important system dynamics
may be missed if they are placed too closely together a large number of matrix factorisations and
solves is necessary thus the cost of generating the model will be high
The Arnoldi method provides an excellent alternative to the eigenmode and POD approaches The
Arnoldi basis has the benets of an eigenmode approach in that it models the dynamics of the
original highorder system but it is much more straightforward to compute The basis is selected
according to inputs of interest which makes it very ecient but since several vectors are calculated
at each frequency the model is much less sensitive to the choice of sample frequencies The models
are much cheaper to compute than those constructed using the POD since one matrix factorisation
can be used to obtain many basis vectors Results presented in the next chapter will show that these
reducedorder models can capture the relevant system dynamics accurately with a huge reduction
in the number of states

Chapter 
ReducedOrder Modelling of a
Transonic Rotor
Reducedorder models have been developed for subsonic and transonic cascades undergoing general
pitching and plunging motion A variety of forced response cases have been considered to validate
the models and determine the size of the resulting reducedorder statespace systems Results will be
presented in this chapter for the DFVLR L transonic rotor discussed in Chapter  This rotor
is analysed in unsteady plunging motion for a twentyblade conguration Figure  shows the grid
for two passages of the rotor The steadystate ow has an inlet Mach number of  and was shown
previously in Figure  A CFD analysis of the full rotor would have  unknowns With the
resources available routine computations of this size as required for design are not feasible The
results presented in this chapter will demonstrate that the system dynamics relevant to utter and
forced response can be accurately captured with less than two hundred states in the reducedorder
model
 Aerodynamic ReducedOrder Models
To illustrate the application of dierent model order reduction techniques to a representative prob
lem reducedorder aerodynamic models were developed using both the POD and Arnoldi approaches

Figure  Computational domain for two passages of the DFVLR transonic rotor  nodes
 triangles per blade passage
 POD ReducedOrder Model
To construct the POD model twenty snapshots were obtained for each interblade phase angle with
samples being made at ten equally spaced reduced frequencies over the range k   to k   for
a total of four hundred snapshots This frequency range represents the lowfrequency aerodynamics
which are typically of interest in an aeroelastic analysis The POD eigenvalue spectra for interblade
phase angles of 
 
and 
 
are plotted in Figure  Note the log scale on the plot and the huge
variation between the largest and smallest eigenvalues The jth POD eigenvalue is an indication of
how much ow energy is captured by the jth POD basis vector and so this plot shows that only
the rst six or eight modes for each interblade phase angle are required to capture almost all of the
system dynamics in this sample set For these two interblade phase angles choosing just the rst six
modes captures over  of the ow energy The POD eigenvalues for the other interblade phase

angles show similar trends
A reducedorder model was constructed using the rst six POD basis vectors for each interblade
phase angle The eigenvalues of the reducedorder aerodynamic system were computed and are shown
in Figure  We see that all eigenvalues have negative real parts indicating that the aerodynamic
system is stable
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 Arnoldi ReducedOrder Model
The Arnoldibased method was also used to compute a reducedorder model for the twentyblade
cascade Six vectors were again chosen for each interblade phase angle and all were computed about
s   The eigenvalues of the Arnoldi aerodynamic system are shown in Figure  The rst thing
we notice is that with exactly the same number of modes the Arnoldi reducedorder model covers
a much larger area of the complex plane which suggests that it is capturing a greater portion of
the dynamics The eigenvalues of the Arnoldi reducedorder model should approximate those of

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Figure  Eigenvalue spectrum for POD reducedorder aerodynamic system Six modes per in
terblade phase angle 	total  modes

the original system since the Arnoldi vectors provide a good approximation of the eigenvectors of a
sparse matrix   While the POD model is valid only over the frequency range sampled to obtain
the snapshots and taking more basis vectors does not add any further information 	as shown by the
POD eigenvalues in Figure 
 as we take more vectors in the Arnoldi basis we expect to obtain
a model which represents a greater portion of the system dynamics The eigenvalues towards the
left of the plot fall into a distinctive parabolic shape which is typically associated with convective
modes  and will be discussed in a subsequent section
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Figure  Eigenvalue spectrum for Arnoldi reduced order aerodynamic system Six modes per
interblade phase angle 	total  modes
 All basis vectors computed about s  
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 Aerodynamic Forced Response
One question which must be addressed in the POD approach is that of choosing the sample fre
quencies It is necessary to ensure that the appropriate range of frequencies are sampled and also
that sucient samples are taken over this range This question does not arise with the Arnoldi
method however it is still necessary to determine how many basis vectors must be included in the
reducedorder model to obtain an accurate representation of the relevant system dynamics Forced
response of the cascade to a pulse input in plunge is a good way of answering both of these questions
since a pulse contains a continuous spectrum of temporal frequencies Comparison of reducedorder
model results with the full simulation code will determine both the required size of the reducedorder
models and also whether enough sample frequencies were used to construct the POD basis vectors
The input takes the form
h	t
  e
gtt

	

	

where g is a parameter which determines how sharp the pulse is and thus the value of the highest
signicant frequency present To determine the frequency content a Fourier transform of 	
 can
be performed also yielding a Gaussian
H	

 


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Since the linearised CFD simulation code is implemented in the time domain for a general input
the entire rotor would have to be considered As mentioned this is not a feasible computation We
are limited to solving the large system on just one or two blade passages Accordingly all twenty
blades were supplied with the same input which results in a motion containing only an interblade
phase angle of zero Since the solution will be the same in all passages the timedomain linearised
simulation can be performed on just a single passage The input in blade plunge displacement is
shown in Figure  for g   The signicant frequency content for this value of g is for 
  
	k  
 Above this frequency the magnitude of the components are less than  and therefore
deemed to be insignicant This range of frequencies is well within that sampled by the POD
The forced response calculated by each of the reducedorder models is plotted in Figures  and
 and in each case is compared to the linearised CFD simulation code We can see that with just
six modes both models do a very good job of predicting the response Although the POD model
calculates the force more accurately with four modes with six modes it slightly underpredicts the
force at the peaks while the Arnoldi model is very close to the linearised simulation response To

construct the POD model twenty snapshots were obtained for   
 
	ten matrix factorisations
 In
comparison all the Arnoldi vectors were computed at a single frequency point 	s  
 and so could
be obtained with a single matrix factorisation For the cases shown here the POD reducedorder
model was a factor of ten times more expensive to compute than the Arnoldi reducedorder model
	ten matrix factorisations versus one
 Moreover the Arnoldi model is as good if not slightly better
To further demonstrate the utility of the Arnoldi method a pulse input with a value of g  
was considered This pulse contains signicant reduced frequencies in the range k   to k  
which is slightly outside the range sampled by the POD 	k      
 By computing twelve
Arnoldi basis vectors a good agreement with the CFD result could be obtained 	note that very
little computational eort is required to compute these extra vectors since the matrix factorisation
has already been obtained
 For the POD model it was found that taking more than eight basis
vectors from the existing snapshot database created an unstable model This is most likely due to
numerical conditioning  beyond the rst eight modes the POD eigenvalues become relatively very
small and numerical errors start to become signicant This is apparent through a gradual loss of
orthogonality in the higher modes To obtain a higher number of useful basis vectors we would need
to obtain more snapshots and repeat the POD analysis For the purposes of comparing the existing
available data the POD reducedorder model was constructed using just eight modes which gives
the best possible result for this snapshot collection The forced response computed with the CFD
code is plotted in Figure  along with results from the Arnoldi reducedorder model with twelve
modes and the POD reducedorder model with eight modes We see a much better agreement for
the Arnoldi reducedorder model although again both models do a reasonable job with the POD
underpredicting the peak responses To improve the reducedorder model performance for the POD
it would be necessary to include the higher frequency range when obtaining the snapshots which
will signicantly increase the required number of system solves For the Arnoldi it would be possible
to obtain a lower order model by deriving some of the Arnoldi vectors about a nonzero frequency
point 	in this case a value near s   might be appropriate

A case was then considered where just one blade was forced with the pulse input while all others
were held xed This motion contains all possible interblade phase angles The response for each
blade was computed using the Arnoldi reducedorder model with six modes for   
 
and ten modes
for all other  The inputs and response of each blade are shown in Figure  This computation
was too expensive to be carried out with the linearised simulation code It is clear from the plot
that the largest force is generated on the disturbed blade and its nearest neighbours as might be
expected intuitively We can see that beyond the two closest blades the force generated is very small

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Figure  Pulse displacement input 	dashed line
 and blade lift force response 	solid line
 for
Arnoldi reducedorder model Six modes for   
 
and ten modes for all other interblade phase
angles 	total  modes
 g   M  
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 Coupled AerodynamicStructural ReducedOrder Model
To illustrate the incorporation of the reducedorder models to an aeroelastic framework the aerody
namic systems were coupled to a massspringdamper structural system as described in Chapter 
Recall the structural equations written as a rst order system 	
 For plunge only the structural
equations for each blade can be written
d
dt

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or as in 	

&
u  SuTy This structural model is then coupled to the reducedorder statespace
system 	
 	with no static corrections
 as follows 
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To determine aeroelastic stability the eigenvalues of this coupled system are evaluated For forced
response analysis the structural and aerodynamic equations can be solved simultaneously using
	
 to determine the blade displacement and velocity and the aerodynamic forces and moments
acting
If static corrections are used the coupling between the aerodynamic and structural models is a little
more complicated since in 	
 the input vector
%
u contains more quantities than the structural
state vector u Since the forcing term B
%
u only involves
&
q and
(
q and the output term D
%
u only
involves q and
&
q 	
 could be rewritten as
&
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 Av 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u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&
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 Cv 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where u  q
&
q 
T
is now the structural state vector and the matrices
%
B and
%
D correspond directly
to B and D in 	
 but with the appropriate columns of zeros removed The coupled system can
then be written
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To provide an example of an aeroelastic system an Arnoldi reducedorder aerodynamic model with
 aerodynamic states was coupled to a structural model with a reduced frequency of k   no
structural damping 		  
 and a mass ratio of    These structural parameters are typical for
a rotor blade The eigenvalues of the coupled system 	
 are shown in  along with the original

aerodynamic eigenvalues We observe some movement of the original aerodynamic eigenvalues due
to interaction with the structure and also the introduction of forty structural modes with frequencies
around kM   A zoom of these structural eigenvalues is shown in Figure  The number
above each structural eigenvalue identies the nodal diameter to which it corresponds For a nodal
diameter  the corresponding interblade phase angle is 

 r 	here we have r   blades

If we consider just the structural equation 	
 with no aerodynamics the resulting solution is the
same for all blades and is a damped 	in the general case with structural damping
 sinusoidal motion
at the blade natural frequency This socalled invacuo mode has all structural eigenvalues at the
conjugate points  	kM  ikM
p
  	
 
 Coupling in the aerodynamics to equation 	
 causes the
structural eigenvalues to move from this point and so the response of the coupled system contains a
range of frequencies around the damped natural frequency kM
p
  	
 
 The amount of eigenvalue
scattering and hence the range of frequencies present in the response depends on the amount of
coupling between the aerodynamics and the structure By examining the forcing term in equation
	
 we see that there are several factors which aect this coupling We rst nondimensionalise
time in 	
 by t  t

kM  so that the equation of motion for blade j can be written
h

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 
	

and the blade natural frequency is now unity The size of the forcing term is aected by both
the aerodynamics and the structural properties of the blades For systems with a high degree of
aerodynamic coupling a small motion of the blade will create a large force and the C
j
l
term will be
relatively large The structural parameters enter through the natural reduced frequency k and the
blade mass ratio  For a massive blade 	high values of 
 the aerodynamics do not have a signicant
eect and the structural eigenvalues will be tightly clustered around the natural frequency In the
limit    	an extremely massive blade
 the aerodynamics will have no eect on the structure
and the response will be in the invacuo mode Similarly we see a higher degree of coupling for
low values of natural frequency Figure  shows that in this case even though the blade natural
frequency is fairly low a small degree of aerodynamic coupling is present in the system For the
most part the eigenvalues fall very close to the natural frequency Even the    mode which
exhibits the most coupling has a frequency shift of less than 
We can gain some insight to the motion of the structural eigenvalues by considering the work per
cycle of the cascade The work per cycle was calculated for each interblade phase angle over the
frequency range k   to k   and is plotted in Figure  The work per cycle represents the
aerodynamic damping and hence the relative motion of the real parts of the structural eigenvalues
The relevant aerodynamic damping to consider is that in the region near the natural frequency

Three slices of the work per cycle surface near k   are shown in Figure  This gure shows
that for reduced frequencies near k   modes six through twelve 	interblade phase angles 
 
though 
 

 have the most negative values of work per cycle and the corresponding eigenvalues
in Figure  are the most highly damped Similarly the work per cycle analysis predicts that the
interblade phase angles close to   
 
are lightly damped as is also the case in the eigenvalue
spectrum
To demonstrate forced response prediction a timemarching simulation of the coupled system was
run with k   and 	   An initial plunge displacement was applied to one of the blades
then the structural and aerodynamic response for the entire rotor was computed Figure  shows
the resulting displacement and vertical component force for each blade Clearly the disturbed blade
	blade 
 exhibits the largest response and induces some motion in nearby blades The resulting
motion is decaying although slowly since the coupled system is lightly damped
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Figure  Zoom of structural eigenvalues Eigenvalues are numbered by nodal diameter
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Figure  Aerodynamic work per cycle as a function of interblade phase angle and reduced
frequency for transonic rotor
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Figure  Coupled system response to an initial plunge displacement input at blade   blade
displacement 	dashed line
 and blade vertical force 	solid line
    k   	  

 Comparison of POD with In	uence Coe
cient Model
In this section results from a POD reducedorder model will be compared to an inuence coecient
model The two approaches are very similar in that both models are derived by considering solutions
of the CFD system at frequencies of interest In fact the inuence coecient model is a simplied
reducedorder model with just a single snapshot at the blade natural frequency Since with the POD
we are increasing the cost of deriving the model by considering several frequencies it is desirable
to determine how much additional accuracy is gained If the inuence model is able to capture the
relevant dynamics to the desired level of accuracy then there would be no reason to develop a more
costly reducedorder model The ability of each model to capture the dynamics of the coupled system
relevant to predicting utter and forced response will be assessed This is achieved by considering
the stability margins of the resulting aeroelastic systems 	eigenvalues
 and also the forced response
to an axial velocity disturbance at the passage inlet
The aeroelastic inuence coecient model has a very simple form We simply replace the aerody
namic forces on the righthand side of 	
 with the appropriate coecients Thus the equation for
blade j becomes
(
h
j
 	kM
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where 
jk
 
jk
and 
j
are the inuence coecients calculated at the assumed frequency 
jk
and

jk
represent the force generated on blade j due to a unit plunge displacement and unit plunge
velocity respectively of blade k Similarly 
j
represents the force generated on blade j due to a
unit disturbance in the th nodal diameter
The case chosen for analysis has structural parameters    k   and 	   which are typical
for a compressor rotor blade The natural frequency of the blade is thus 

n
 kM   A POD
model was generated with snapshots taken at frequencies       and  percent
of the blade structural frequency Aerodynamic inuence coecients were calculated at the blade
natural frequency The eigenvalues of the aerodynamic reducedorder model with four POD modes
per blade passage 	a total of  aerodynamic states
 and the coupled aeroelastic reducedorder
model 	with a total of  states
 were computed and are shown in Figure  Once again when
the structural model is coupled in we see some movement of the original aerodynamic eigenvalues
plus the introduction of forty structural modes near the natural frequency w
n
  A zoom of
these structural eigenvalues is shown in Figure  along with the eigenvalues for the inuence
coecient model The numbers on the plot indicate the number of nodal diameters associated with

each eigenmode For  nodal diameters the corresponding interblade phase angle is 

 
For each interblade phase angle Figure  shows two eigenvalues  that for the reducedorder
model 	the diamonds
 and that for the inuence coecient model evaluated at the blade natural
frequency 	the plus signs
 We notice that there is not a particularly high degree of aerodynamic
coupling in the system since for most modes the eigenvalues do not move far from the natural
frequency of  The real and imaginary parts of these eigenvalues are also plotted in Figure 
for each mode For the most part the agreement between the two models is very good Figure 
shows that there are two regions where the damping of the modes is not predicted accurately by
the inuence coecient model The rst is for the modes whose frequency is far from the natural
frequency 	modes fteen through seventeen
 while the second is when the damping is high 	modes
eight through eleven
 These cases both represent situations where the actual response conditions
are not close to those assumed in the inuence coecient calculation When the frequency of
the eigenvalue changes signicantly we would not expect the inuence coecients to capture the
dynamics accurately because eectively they have been evaluated at the wrong point Also because
the inuence coecient model assumes undamped sinusoidal motion it cannot capture the system
dynamics accurately when a high degree of damping is present even if the frequency shift is very
small
To obtain a better estimation of the dynamics each inuence coecient should be reevaluated
at the frequency corresponding to its eigenvalue although some error will still exist for the highly
damped modes Coecients were recalculated at 

c
  and the resulting eigenvalue for the
   mode is plotted on Figure  as an asterisk The Figure shows that the new eigenvalue has
moved much closer to that predicted by the reducedorder model In Figure  we can see that the
damping of the    mode for the 

c
  model now agrees very closely with the reducedorder
model but that the damping prediction for the other modes is much worse since 
   is a
worse choice of sample frequency for them If a greater degree of aerodynamic coupling and thus
more scatter in the modal frequencies existed the inuence coecient model would not accurately
capture a signicant portion of the system dynamics However the reducedorder model is able to
accurately model the system even when a high degree of coupling exists
To determine the accuracy of the reducedorder model the blade force response was calculated for
sinusoidal blade motion over a range of frequencies and is plotted as solid lines in Figure  for
interblade phase angles of 
 
 
 
and 
 
 The points on each of the plots are the force calculated
using the linearised CFD model at frequencies corresponding to the POD snapshot sample points
These values represent the truth model For interblade phase angles of 
 
and 
 
the reduced
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Figure  Eigenvalues for POD reducedorder model Purely aerodynamic eigenvalues 	diamonds

and coupled aerodynamicstructural system 	plus signs
  aerodynamic states  structural states
   k   	  
order model does an excellent job of capturing the system dynamics over the entire frequency range
For 
 
 a local resonance exists near 
   which is not fully captured by the reducedorder
model If more POD modes were included in the model we would expect to then capture these
dynamics more accurately The dotted lines on the three plots represent the value of the force which
would be predicted using the inuence coecient model derived at 

c
  Although this model is
exact at this particular frequency since the dynamics are assumed to be constant it does not capture
any of the important variations with frequency In addition the assumption of a sinusoidally time
varying motion in the inuence coecient model is extremely restrictive The reducedorder model
can resolve any general motion provided the relevant frequency range is sampled by the snapshots
The response of the aeroelastic system to a sinusoidally timevarying axial velocity disturbance at

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Figure  Structural eigenvalues for reducedorder model and aerodynamic inuence coecient
model evaluated at 

c
 

n
  Also shown is the    eigenvalue for inuence coecients
evaluated at 
   Structural parameters     k   	   Eigenvalues are numbered
by their nodal diameter
the inlet was then calculated This disturbance was considered to be in the    spatial mode
whose dynamics were not well captured by the original inuence coecient model Figures  and
 show the blade displacement and force response over a range of frequencies for the reduced
order model and the inuence coecients calculated at 

c
  and  The 
   inuence
coecient model underpredicts the response and also predicts the peak amplitude to be at the wrong
frequency This is because both the damping and the frequency of the eigenvalue were incorrect The
recalculated inuence coecients and the reducedorder model agree much more closely although the
reducedorder model predicts a slightly more damped response at lower frequencies Even when the
eigenvalue is predicted accurately the inuence coecient model only predicts the forced response
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Figure  Damping and frequency of structural modes for reducedorder model and inuence
coecient models at 

c
  and 

c
     k   	  
exactly at the assumed frequency where 
j
in 	
 was evaluated As we move away from the
assumed frequency an error will be incurred in the forced response calculation This can be seen in
Figures  and  since the reducedorder model and inuence coecient model at an assumed
frequency of  agree at the assumed frequency but dier away from it Moreover if the inlet
disturbance were not sinusoidal in time the inuence coecient model would be even less accurate
We note the interesting fact that the force on the blades goes to zero at the blade natural frequency
yet it is still possible to have a nonzero displacement response This can be seen by considering
the structural equation 	
 For no structural damping response at 
  kM is in the blade alone
mode and the forcing term is zero
In summary these results demonstrate that for prediction of utter and forced response the situ
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Figure  Blade force response amplitude to imposed sinusoidal motion Reducedorder model
prediction 	solid lines
 inuence coecient model prediction 	dotted lines
 and CFD solution
	crosses plus signs and diamonds
 From the top    
 
   
 
and   
 

ation is often such that a simple assumedfrequency method cannot model the relevant dynamics
accurately If a signicant frequency shift from the blade natural frequency occurs 	here a  shift
was signicant
 or a moderate amount of aerodynamic damping is present the stability margin of
the aeroelastic system can be predicted inaccurately In the case of a frequency shift the inuence
coecients could be recalculated at the new frequency however this must be applied iteratively
to each mode and also cannot account for the presence of aerodynamic damping Even when the
eigenvalue is predicted correctly the forced response calculated using the inuence coecient model
is only precise at the assumed frequency If the frequency of the disturbance varies from this point
a signicant error may be incurred Moreover this error will be even greater if the disturbance is
not sinusoidal

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Figure  Blade displacement response amplitude to a sinusoidal axial velocity disturbance at
the passage inlet   
 

In terms of cost the POD model used here required seven system solves for each interblade phase
angle to obtain the snapshots while the inuence coecients required just one We have therefore
traded computational expense for a model which predicts the relevant dynamics more accurately
over a range of inputs Although seven times more expensive than the assumedfrequency approach
the POD reducedorder model is still very cheap to compute when compared with other highdelity
analyses 	such as CFD models
 We also note that if the Arnoldi approach were used basis vectors
could be computed about the blade natural frequency The Arnoldi model would therefore require
approximately the same computation cost 	one matrix factorisation per interblade angle
 as the
inuence coecient model yet it would provide highdelity dynamics In future research Arnoldi
models about nonzero frequency points will be developed and applied to problems such as that
presented here
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Figure  Blade force response amplitude to a sinusoidal axial velocity disturbance at the passage
inlet   
 
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
 Physical Mode Identication
The eigenmodes of the large linear system 	
 if they were available could provide useful insight
to physical mechanisms present in the ow The Arnoldibased reduction produces a model which
should approximate the important eigenmodes of the original system and thus may also allow some
insight to be gained The aerodynamic eigenvalues of the Arnoldi reducedorder model for the
transonic twentyblade rotor were shown in Figure  The most noticeable feature of the spectrum
is the parabolic distribution towards the left of the plot This parabolic shape has also been observed
in the eigenmodes of the ow around a circular cylinder  and was identied with convection in
the wake The physical nature of these modes can be determined by animating them in time
Consider an eigenvector V and corresponding eigenvalue  of the reducedorder system 	
 The
ow vector corresponding to this eigenmode can be constructed by considering the projection 	

where the modal coecients v
i
are given by the components of the eigenvectorV The perturbation
ow solution can therefore be written as a linear combination of q basis vectors
U

	t
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q
X
j
V
j

j
e
t
g 	

For a complex eigenvalue     i
 the ow solution therefore varies sinusoidally in time with a
decaying amplitude and this perturbation can be written
U

	t
  Refe

t
q
X
j
V
j

j
e
it
g 	

The eigenmodes which fall in the parabolic cluster have a special relationship between their frequency
and damping For an eigenvalue      i
 the frequency varies with the square root of the
damping 
 	 
p
  In  this relationship is identied with travelling waves which solve the
linear convectiondiusion equation In one dimension this equation roughly models the convection
and dissipation of a perturbation in the wake For the case of plunging blades considered here the
parabolic eigenvalues are thought to be associated with the shedding of vorticity o the blades
These eigenvalues are shown in Figure  along with their corresponding nodal diameter The
parabola contains eigenvalues for all interblade phase angles except zero and the lowest modes
   and    do not conform to the parabola shape The damping is a minimum for   
 
and increases steadily for the lower modes The mode corresponding to    	  
 

 was selected
for analysis The ow solution was computed at various instants in time using 	
 with a unit
amplitude that does not decay in time The perturbation vorticity contours for the solution at

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Figure  Parabolically distributed eigenvalues for Arnoldi reduced order aerodynamic system
with  aerodynamic states total

t   are shown in Figure  This gure shows that the vorticity in the eigenmode is conned
predominantly to the shock and wake regions and in particular we can see the region of intense
vorticity at the blade trailing edge More detail of the ow eld can be obtained by inspecting the
perturbation velocity ow vectors in the wake These vectors are shown in Figures  and  for
the ow at 
t   and 
t 

 
 At t   we can see the area of shed vorticity contained within the
partial ellipse near the blade trailing edge where the ow undergoes an abrupt change in direction
	recall that the actual ow has a mean velocity superimposed
 The path along which this direction
change occurs is denoted by the dotted line and roughly parallels the mean ow velocity direction
in that region In Figure  the region of shed vorticity is again denoted by an ellipse and can be
seen to have convected away from the blade in the direction of the mean ow velocity The edge of
this region has has travelled a distance of approximately x  c between Figures  and 
The reduced frequency of this eigenmode is
k 

c
V
 

and the corresponding wavelength is
L 
V
f

c
k
 c 	

In one quarter of a period 	
t   to 
t 

 

 we therefore expect the vorticity to convect a distance
L

 c This is indeed observed in Figures  and 
Figure  Perturbation vorticity contours for a ow solution at 
t   constructed from eigenmode
with      i
The decaying nature of these eigenmodes can be explained by considering their time evolution
Initially we have seen that some vorticity is shed from the blade trailing edge This vorticity will
have a particular direction associated to it 	which depends on the initial condition exciting the
eigenmode
 As time proceeds the shed vorticity convects downstream and induces a velocity at the
blade trailing edge The magnitude of this induced velocity is proportional to the reciprocal of the
distance of the rst vortex from the trailing edge This induced velocity will cause another vortex to
be shed with a smaller amplitude than the rst vortex and in the opposite direction This second
vortex then convects downstream and subsequently induces a velocity at the trailing edge and thus
a third vortex This process continues with vortices of alternating sign and decaying amplitude
being shed a distance of L apart 	where L is the wavelength dened in 	



Figure  Perturbation velocity vectors for a ow solution at 
t   constructed from eigenmode
with      i
Figure  Perturbation velocity vectors for a ow solution at 
t 

 
constructed from eigenmode
with      i

Chapter 
Mistuning
In typical analyses of bladed discs the problem is assumed to be tuned that is all blades are assumed
to have identical geometries mass and stiness characteristics In reality both the manufacturing
process and engine wear create a situation where the blades dier slightly from one another These
blade to blade variations are known as mistuning Even a small amount of mistuning can lead to
a large asymmetric forced response   Mode shapes may become spatially localised causing a
single blade to experience deections much larger than those predicted by a tuned analysis   
Mistuning eects must be included in the analysis if the aeroelastic response is to be computed
accurately
The introduction of mistuning typically increases the amplitude of the forced response so the ideal
state would be to have a perfectly tuned bladed disc However there will always be some degree of
random mistuning present due to limitations in the manufacturing process or due to engine wear
One can choose some intentional mistuning pattern so as to minimise the eect of these random
variations The idea behind robust design is that the worst case behaviour under uncertainty at the
intentionally mistuned point is better than the worst case behaviour under uncertainty at the tuned
point  
Reducedorder models have been developed for structural analysis of mistuned turbomachinery com
ponents Modal information is obtained from large nite element models of the bladed disc and
systematically reduced to obtain computationally inexpensive models    Although these
reducedorder structural models accurately predict the vibratory response of the blades the aerody
namic models used in such analyses are extremely inadequate It has been noted that the mistuned
forced response amplitude varies considerably with the degree of aerodynamic coupling   In  

blade response to an inlet total pressure distortion was measured in an integrally bladed disk or
blisk It was found that unsteady aerodynamic eects not modelled in the analysis dominated the
response
Clearly there is a need for higher delity aerodynamic models which are suitable for incorporation
into the mistuning analysis framework One option would be to resolve the full Euler or Navier
Stokes equations directly however such models typically have hundreds of thousands of states even
in two dimensions which is not practical for implementation into a mistuned aeroelastic model
Instead a typical approach is to derive aerodynamic inuence coecients from a CFD model for a
specic ow as described in Chapter  Although strictly only valid at a single point in the complex
plane these aerodynamics are assumed to represent the blade response for all ows It was shown
in Chapter  that these models do not perform well when the frequency of the eigenvalue moves far
from the blade natural frequency or when a signicant amount of aerodynamic damping is present
In a mistuned bladed disk a high degree of aerodynamic coupling may be observed   so that the
response contains a range of frequencies and damping thus reducing the validity of the assumed
singlefrequency aerodynamics To accurately capture the system dynamics a model is required
which is valid over a range of frequencies and damping The aerodynamic reducedorder models
developed in this research t the requirements well They are developed in the time domain and
consider the entire bladed disc with a reasonable number of states The aerodynamics are accurately
captured over a range of frequencies and the models can be easily coupled to a structural model
Although just structural mistuning will be demonstrated here models could also be developed for
aerodynamic mistuning 	variations in for example blade shape thickness incidence

 Mistuning Analysis via Symmetry Considerations
Since the reducedorder models have been developed in the time domain for the full rotor it would
be very simple to incorporate structural mistuning into the aeroelastic framework presented in this
thesis For a given pattern of mistuning the mass and stiness matrices in the structural equations
	
 would be evaluated for each blade The coupled system 	
 could then be analysed in the
same way as for a tuned system
A framework for mistuning as a design tool has been developed in   Rather than specifying
the mistuning pattern the problem is cast as a constrained optimisation Given certain goals it
is then possible to nd a mistuning pattern which represents an optimal design point A critical
component in performing this analysis accurately is a highdelity aerodynamic model The results

presented in Chapter  suggest that a inuence coecient approach will be insucient especially
in the mistuning context where a high degree of aerodynamic coupling may be present Typically
the eigenvalues of a mistuned system are expected to exhibit a suciently high degree of scatter
so that assumedfrequency models do not provide accurate results The loworder aerodynamic
models developed in this thesis have been incorporated into the framework described in  and
used to provide highdelity mistuning results The results presented in this chapter were generated
using the software package MAST 	Mistuning Analysis by Symmetry Techniques
 which given any
linear bladed disc model computes an approximation of stability and forced response for arbitrary
mistuning
Consider a linearised bladed disc model of the form 	
 but which allows for mistuning in the
blade structural parameters If the vector z contains the mistuning for each blade then 	
 can
be written
&
s M	z
sE

	z
d

 	

For example if we consider stiness mistuning then the stiness for blade i is given by
k
i
 k

	  z
i

 	

where k

is the nominal or tuned stiness
As for the tuned results already presented stability of the system can be assessed by considering the
eigenvalues 	z
 ofM	z
 and describes the change in damping or utter boundaries with mistuning
Forced response is determined by assuming a sinusoidally timevarying ow
s	t
  s	z
e
it
	

and computing
s	z
  i
  M	z
 E

	z
 	

Since forced response essentially determines high cycle fatigue or blade life it is crucial to understand
how mistuning aects the response For a specic mistuning z

 it is simple to evaluate stability
and forced response however this approach is not practical for design or analysis since given a set
of r dierent blades the number of possible mistuning combinations grows as r

The idea behind the work in  is to provide a functional approximation to the mistuned eigenvalues
for stability analysis
	z
  F 	z
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and to s	z
 for forced response
s	z
  G	z
 	

The functions F 	z
 and G	z
 are valid for any 	small
 mistuning and allow sensitivity studies
robustness analysis and optimisation
 ReducedOrder Models for Mistuning Analysis
The aerodynamic reducedorder models described in Chapter  are written in mixed coordinates
The structural states u and outputs y are in blade coordinates while the aerodynamic states v are
in interblade phase angle coordinates In order to t into the mistuning framework developed in
  all quantities must be expressed in blade coordinates The transformation from travelling to
standing waves is again used   As a result the block diagonal statespace matrix A in 	

becomes block circular For a xed spatial forcing mode l the aerodynamic equations 	
 will
now have the form
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where p

 e
i
r
and v
j
now contains the aerodynamic states for blade j 	as opposed to states for
interblade phase angle 
j


We now consider the structural system 	
 describing the plunging motion of each blade which is
written for each blade j as
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where the structural matrix S now depends on the mistuning vector This structural system is
coupled with the aerodynamic model 	 
 to obtain the dynamics for blade 
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Noting that the dynamics for all other blades follow from symmetry the complete system can be
written
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Equation 	
 is a special case of equation 	
 and has the symmetry properties described in  
 Mistuning Analysis of Transonic Rotor
The case considered for mistuned analysis is the twentyblade DFVLR transonic cascade discussed in
Chapter  The blades were considered to move in unsteady plunging motion with a tuned natural
reduced frequency chosen to be k   The POD reducedorder model from section  was used
with  aerodynamic states An axial velocity defect was also admitted at the cascade inlet with
twenty possible disturbance spatial frequencies included in the model
 ReducedOrder Aerodynamic Model
To demonstrate the eects of mistuning on the rotor response structural parameters are chosen so
as to obtain a very lightly damped system The case chosen has a blade mass ratio of    and
a structural damping of 	    Note that a small negative value of structural damping has
been chosen Clearly this is not physical however it is used to establish a system which is very
lightly damped and which therefore will exhibit a large sensitivity to mistuning Such a mode may
actually exist in many physical systems so it is important to determine the possible implications in
a mistuning context and to understand their sources
For consistency with MAST analysis time is further nondimensionalised by t  t

kM so that the
tuned natural frequency of the blades is unity The resulting mistuned version of equation 	
 is
h
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where the mistuning z
j
is a percent change in the natural frequency of blade j The tuned structural
eigenvalues for this system are plotted in Figure  The frequencies fall close to the damped natural
frequency of
p
  	
 
  The    structural mode is barely stable and the    mode is
very lightly damped

We now apply a random mistuning to the structural frequencies of the blades generated by a normal
distribution with a zero average and a  variance The random mistuning pattern considered is
shown in Figure  along with the mistuned and tuned structural eigenvalues It can be seen that
the lightly damped mistuned eigenvalues are to the left of the tuned ones and so this mistuning
pattern stabilises the system which is true for most mistuning   As noted in   the centroid of
the structural eigenvalues cannot be altered by a zeroaverage mistuning In Figure  we see that
while the lightly damped modes are stabilised the highly damped eigenvalues shift to the right in
order to maintain the position of the centroid The degree of scattering of the eigenvalues about
the centroid is dependent on the amount of coupling between the aerodynamics and the structure
Figure  also shows that the mistuning reduces the inuence of the aerodynamic coupling and
moves the eigenvalues towards the centroid as also discussed in  
The system is forced in the ninth nodal diameter mode 	  
 which corresponds to the most highly
damped tuned eigenvalue in Figure  The forced response is shown in Figure  for the tuned
case 	solid line
 and the mistuned case 	dotted lines
 When the system is tuned forcing in the
ninth spatial mode excites a response in only that mode and all blades have the same response
amplitude thus the tuned forced response is a single highly damped smooth line When the system
is mistuned the spatial modes no longer decouple and forcing in the ninth spatial mode excites all
of the structural eigenvalues including the very lightly damped    and    modes Each blade
also now exhibits a dierent response amplitude Because the lightlydamped modes are now present
in the response we see sharp peaks in the mistuned Bode plot at the frequencies corresponding to
the relevant eigenvalues Here several blades have a large peak near 
   which corresponds to
the very lightly damped    mode We also see a smaller peak for one blade near 
   which
corresponds to the    mode
Although the random mistuning appears to be benecial in that it stabilises the system it creates a
situation where the forced response amplitude may rise to unacceptable levels and also introduces
high loading on some individual blades This might create a problem in practice if a disturbance is
known to exist in a particular spatial mode whose eigenvalue is highly damped A tuned analysis
would predict a low forced response amplitude while in reality small blade to blade variations exist
and the actual response may contain components of the lightly damped modes as demonstrated by
Figure 
The idea behind robust design is to nd an intentionally mistuned design point for the blades where
the forced response due to random mistuning will be more acceptable than that shown in Figure

 The intentional mistuning is chosen so as to optimise the following objective 
Maximise +		z
 subject to jjzjj

  and
X
z
i
  	

This means that we are nding the zeroaverage mistuning which provides the maximum increase in
stability  it drives the least stable eigenvalue pair as far to the left as possible subject to a constraint
on the size of the mistuning The optimal solution was determined in  and is shown in Figure
 The corresponding eigenvalue plot shows that the least stable    and    eigenvalues have
been pushed a signicant amount to the left
We now consider a random mistuning about this intentionally mistuned point The optimal plus
random mistuning pattern is shown in Figure  along with the corresponding eigenvalues Once
again we force in the ninth spatial mode and compute the response of the tuned and mistuned
systems The Bode plots shown in Figure  demonstrate that although the forced response of the
mistuned system 	dotted lines
 is higher than that of the tuned system 	solid line
 the worstcase
amplitude has been signicantly reduced compared with that shown in Figure  for the same
random mistuning pattern The sensitivity of the forced response to random mistuning has been
signicantly decreased by the introduction of intentional mistuning

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Figure  Tuned structural eigenvalues for reducedorder model k      	 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Eigenvalues are numbered by their nodal diameter
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Figure  Random mistuning of DFVLR rotor Forced response of tuned system 	solid line
 and
mistuned system 	dotted lines
 to an inlet disturbance in the ninth spatial mode
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Figure  Optimal plus random mistuning of DFVLR rotor Forced response of tuned system
	solid line
 and mistuned system 	dotted lines
 to an inlet disturbance in the ninth spatial mode
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 Aerodynamic Inuence Coecient Model
In the analysis above the aerodynamic forces C
j
l
in equation 	
 are represented by the reduced
order model which is valid over a range of frequencies and forcing inputs Currently most analyses
use aerodynamic inuence coecient models such as that described in Chapter  The results
presented here will show that when mistuning is present the coupling between the aerodynamics
and structural dynamics may be too large for an inuence coecient model to accurately capture
the system behaviour
An identical random mistuning pattern was applied to the inuence coecient model with the same
structural parameters described above and the eigenvalues and forced response of the system were
evaluated Figure  shows the tuned and mistuned eigenvalues for the reducedorder model and
the inuence coecient model We notice that the mistuning causes the eigenvalues of the inuence
coecient model to move much more than those of the reducedorder model In Figure  the tuned
and mistuned eigenvalues for each model are compared In the mistuned case there is a greater
error in the inuence coecient eigenvalues In section  it was shown that the inuence coecient
model does not predict the correct eigenvalue when the frequency shifts signicantly from the natural
frequency or when a signicant amount of aerodynamic damping is present The inuence coecient
model is therefore expected to provide a much worse estimate of the eigenvalues when mistuning
is present since the interblade phase angles no longer decouple In the tuned system only the
aerodynamics for one interblade phase angle contribute to the placement of each eigenvalue If a
particular mode happens to have an eigenvalue that falls close to the natural frequency with a small
amount of damping 	corresponding to the case of low aerodynamic coupling
 then the inuence
coecient model does an excellent job of predicting the eigenvalue position This can be seen in the
top plot of Figure  where the eigenvalues satisfying the above requirements agree closely with the
reducedorder model However in the mistuned system the interblade phase angles do not decouple
and all dynamics are relevant in computing each eigenvalue Therefore if any modes exist whose
inuence coecients are not representative for the tuned system the eigenvalues for the mistuned
system will be inaccurate and the stability margin of the system will be mispredicted This can be
seen in the lower plot of Figure  where the dierence between the reducedorder model and the
inuence coecient model eigenvalues is signicant for all modes
In Figure  the Bode plots are shown for each model in response to an inlet disturbance forcing
in the ninth spatial mode The inuence coecient model in fact does a very good job of predicting
the response even when mistuning is present The peak tuned response amplitude is slightly higher
than that predicted by the reducedorder model since the tuned inuence coecient eigenvalue is

less highly damped The mistuned response is computed surprisingly accurately by the inuence co
ecient model despite the errors in the mistuned eigenvalue predictions Inspection of the mistuned
eigenvalues in Figure  shows that the frequencies of the lightly damped    and    modes is
computed accurately therefore the peaks of the forced response in Figure  occur at the correct
frequency The damping of these two modes is predicted to be higher than it should however this
may be compensated by the fact that the tuned    damping is underpredicted thus resulting in
almost the correct forced response amplitude
The two modes whose frequencies do move signicantly from the natural frequency are    and
   As was shown in section  when this frequency shift occurs the inuence coecients
do not model the dynamics accurately This is demonstrated by the dierence in position for the
uppermost and the lowermost eigenvalue between the reducedorder model and inuence coecient
model in both plots in Figure  When the forced response is calculated for one of these modes the
inuence coecient model no longer predicts the amplitude accurately Figure  shows the forced
response calculated for the two models for inlet disturbance forcing in the fteenth spatial mode
We notice rst that the tuned forced response predictions dier This is because the damping of the
   eigenvalue is incorrectly predicted by the inuence coecient calculation at the blade natural
frequency Figure  shows that the damping of the eigenvalue is signicantly overpredicted by
the inuence coecient model which is consistent with the lower forced response amplitude When
mistuning is introduced into the system the inuence coecient model does not capture the true
amplitudes of the peaks associated with lightly damped modes
 Mistuning Summary
Random mistuning is an important consideration in the design of bladed disks since it will always
exist to some degree in practice Although random mistuning in general stabilises the system it
may cause a severe increase in the blade forced response amplitude The introduction of intentional
mistuning can add sucient damping to the lightly damped modes so that this forced response
sensitivity is reduced The intentionally mistuned bladed disk then represents a robust design
When a low degree of aerodynamic coupling is present in the system the structural eigenvalues fall
close to the blade natural frequency and an aerodynamic inuence coecient model can accurately
capture the dynamics However if any signicant amount of coupling or a large amount of aerody
namic damping exists which will be true for many bladed disks in practice these simple models
are no longer sucient Moreover when mistuning is present the interblade phase angles do not

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Figure  Random mistuning of DFVLR transonic rotor Top reducedorder model eigenvalues
tuned 	diamonds
 and mistuned 	plus signs
 Bottom inuence coecient model eigenvalues tuned
	diamonds
 and mistuned 	plus signs

decouple and the inuence coecient models are even less accurate In the presence of mistuning
both the forced response and the system stability margin can be predicted inaccurately For the
results presented in this chapter a relatively low amount of aerodynamic coupling exists however
the inuence coecient model is still seen to fail in some cases In practice experimental results
have shown that a large degree of coupling exists for mistuned disks and the single frequency models
are inadequate The reducedorder models developed in this research have been shown to t very
well into the mistuning framework They can be easily incorporated into the mistuned aeroelastic
system and capture the system dynamics well over a range of frequencies The reducedorder models
could be further developed to include aerodynamic mistuning

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Figure  Random mistuning of DFVLR transonic rotor Forced response to inlet disturbance in
the    mode for reducedorder model 	left
 and inuence coecient model 	right
 Solid line
denotes the tuned response dotted lines are the mistuned response
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Figure  Random mistuning of DFVLR transonic rotor Forced response to inlet disturbance
in the    mode for reducedorder model 	left
 and inuence coecient model 	right
 Solid line
denotes the tuned response dotted lines are the mistuned response
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Chapter 
Multiple Blade Row Analysis
We consider two types of blade row In addition to the rotors described in the previous analyses
we consider stators or stationary blade rows in which the blades are assumed to be rigid The
size and nature of the reduced order models developed here lend themselves naturally to analysis of
several blade rows Statespace systems can be derived for each blade row with sizes on the order
of ten states per blade passage Because the models are developed in the timedomain it is then
straightforward to couple these systems and capture interblade row eects Even with several blade
rows included in the analysis the size of the model is small enough that unsteady simulations and
control analyses can be performed
 Blade Row Coupling
Adjacent blade rows will be coupled via the characteristic perturbation waves travelling between
them Assuming subsonic axial conditions at a passage inlet there are incoming waves in the
following three characteristic quantities
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which describe respectively entropy vorticity and downstream running pressure waves At the
passage exit we have an upstream running pressure wave given by
c

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
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
n
 	

Note that c
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
 c u

n
at the rotor inlet is equivalent to c

at the stator exit since the character
istics are dened in terms of normal vectors which always point out of the computational domain
Here the coupling between a rotor and an upstream stator will be described Additional blade rows
could be added in an analogous way Consider the reducedorder model for the rotor which has
aerodynamic states v
r
and can be written
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where w
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 and w

are vectors containing the incoming characteristic perturbation quantities c
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
c
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
respectively at each grid point in the rotor inlet plane These quantities are matched to
the ow at the stator exit and can be written in terms of the stator aerodynamic state variables v
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Here C
s
j
are constant matrices depending on the mean ow which relate the state variables v
s
to
the values of the characteristics at each point in the stator exit plane For example for a node k at
the stator exit the kth row of C
s
 
contains the component of each basis vector corresponding to the
value of c

at k C
s

and C
s
 
are determined similarly using the components of the basis vectors
corresponding to c
 
and c

at the appropriate points C
rs
is an interpolation matrix which varies
with time and determines the ow at the rotor inlet at a given instantaneous conguration of the
statorrotor combination For example consider the instantaneous conguration shown in Figure
 The value of c

at a point j in the rotor inlet plane would be contained in the jth component
of w

and could be written as a linear combination of the values of c

at the points k and k    in
the stator exit plane that is
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where the constant  is determined from the ratio of the lengths l
jk
and l
jk
 The jth row of C
rs
is therefore all zeroes except for a value of  in the kth column and a value of   in the 	k  
th
column
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Figure  Instantaneous conguration of rotor and stator Grid point j is in the rotor inlet plane
while points k and k    are in the stator exit plane
Likewise the incoming characteristic wave at the stator exit can be written in terms of the rotor
aerodynamic state variables as follows
w
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where the matrices C
sr
and C
r

are dened in an analogous manner to those described above for
the rotor inlet and the corresponding statespace system for the stator is
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The stator is assumed to be rigid so there is no forcing vector u as there is for the rotor
The systems 	
 and 	
 can be combined to form a large set of equations which can be time
marched simultaneously
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We note that since the matrix in 	
 depends on the instantaneous statorrotor conguration
it varies with time Moreover the coecients of the matrix are periodic with the rotor rotation
frequency

 GE Low Speed Compressor
The multistage compressor analysed here is the GE lowspeed research compressor which has four
repeating stages   In the actual rig each rotor has  blades and each stator has  vanes In
the analysis presented here we consider a simpler case with sixteen and twenty blades in the rotor
and stator respectively The geometry of the stage is shown in Figure  for a quarter of the full
wheel 	ve stator blades and four rotor blades
 The axial spacing between the stator and rotor is
 of the rotor axial chord The third stage of the compressor will be considered for analysis
here The velocity triangles at the inlet and exits of each blade row are shown in Figure  Mach
numbers for the rotor are in the relative reference frame while for the stator they are absolute
Figure  Stator and rotor geometry for a single stage of the GE lowspeed compressor

 SteadyState Solutions
The steadystate ow for the rotor has an inlet Mach number of  at a ow angle of 
 
 The
computed steadystate Mach contours are shown in Figure  Figure  shows the Mach contours
for the steadystate ow through the stator which has an inlet Mach number of  at an angle
of 
 


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Figure  Velocity triangles for third stage of GE lowspeed compressor Relative Mach numbers
for rotor absolute Mach numbers for stator

 Unsteady Analysis
The lowspeed compressor was analysed in unsteady plunging motion Reducedorder models were
constructed for the rotor and the stator using the Arnoldi method described in Chapter  In all
cases the Arnoldi vectors were derived about s   For the rotor there are ve relevant input
vectors namely blade plunge displacement blade plunge velocity and perturbations in the three
incoming inlet characteristic waves For the stator there is just one input which is the perturbation
in the incoming pressure wave For the sixteen blade rotor a total of  aerodynamic modes were
chosen 	eight modes for    and sixteen modes for all other interblade phase angles
 For the
stator which has twenty blades four modes for the zero interblade phase angle and six modes for
all others were taken for a total of  stator states The coupled statorrotor system therefore has
 aerodynamic states
We compare the coupled system 	
 with the system for the rotor alone 	
 For previous cases
a single blade row was analysed by considering forced response 	time history of forces
 and stability
	eigenvalues of the system
 The crucial dierence between the coupled system 	
 and the single
blade row statespace systems analysed previously is that the system matrix no longer has constant
coecients For the coupled system the interpolation matrices C
rs
and C
sr
vary with time and
are in fact periodic with the rotor rotation frequency Rather than being xed each eigenvalue

Min:  3.8933e-02
Max: 1.7493e-01
Figure  Mach contours for GE lowspeed compressor third stage rotor M     
 

of the matrix now forms a locus in the complex plane Previously an eigenvalue in the right half
plane indicated an unstable system In the timevarying system it is possible for an eigenvalue to
cross into the right half plane for part of the cycle 	resulting in local growth
 but for the overall
system to be stable if the time spent in the right half plane is suciently short The stability of the
statorrotor system is best determined by performing time simulations
The aerodynamic eigenvalues of the individual rotor and stator state space systems are plotted in
Figure  The eigenvalues of the coupled statorrotor system at a particular time instant are
also plotted for comparison A smaller region of this plot near the origin is shown in Figure 
 From Figures  and  we can see that coupling the stator has a signicant impact on the
aerodynamics Although the eigenvalues of the coupled system will vary with time the magnitude of
these variations is not expected to be very large compared with the dierences between the coupled

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Max: 1.2398e-01
Figure  Mach contours for GE lowspeed compressor third stage stator M     
 

and isolated blade row spectra
The aerodynamic system was forced with a pulse input in plunge at one blade and all other blades
xed This motion excites all possible interblade phase angles in the rotor The resulting lift forces
on each of the rotor blades were calculated using both the rotoralone reducedorder model and the
coupled statorrotor system and are plotted in Figure  To give an indication of the time scales
on these plots we note that the nondimensional period for one rotor revolution is T
r
  The
dotted line denotes the 	specied
 position of the rotor blade the solid line is the force calculated
using the coupled model and the dashed line is the force evaluated for the rotor alone From Figure
 it appears that there is a small dierence between the two force calculations In Figure  the
response for just the rst blade is plotted which shows that the stator does have a fairly signicant
eect The magnitude of the peak response is roughly the same but for the rotoralone calculation
the force on the blade dies away smoothly as the pulse passes With the stator included in the
analysis even after the pulse has passed through the system we see oscillations due to the unsteady
eect of the passing blades These oscillations can be seen to have a period of approximately T  
which corresponds to one twentieth of the rotor revolution period
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Figure  Aerodynamic eigenvalues for reducedorder models  rotor alone 	crosses  states

stator alone 	plus signs  states
 and coupled system 	diamonds  states

Next a structural model for the rotor blades was coupled to the system This model has the same
form as 	
 Two structural modes per blade are added with eigenvalues near  	kM ikM  where
M is the Mach number at the rotor inlet 	in this case M  
 In Figure  a plot of these
structural eigenvalues is shown for the rotoralone model with structural parameters    k  
and 	   For these parameters the bladealone eigenvalues would be at   i For
the statorrotor system when the structural model 	
 is coupled in the equations take the form
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where the matrix C denes the forces on the rotor blades y
r
 Cx
r
 The matrix in 	
 was
evaluated at a series of time instants for the structural parameters described above and the eigen
values were determined The loci of the structural eigenvalues are plotted as dots in Figure 
The variations within the loci are small however for some modes we notice a signicant dierence
between the position of the locus and the rotoralone structural eigenvalue For almost all modes
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Figure  Zoom of aerodynamic eigenvalues for rotor and stator reducedorder models
the addition of the stator model is destabilising which suggests that an isolated blade row analysis
could signicantly underpredict the response The structural eigenvalue corresponding to   
	  
 

 is barely stable for the rotoralone system however for the coupled system its locus
lies entirely in the right half plane We therefore have the serious case that the rotoralone predicts
a barely stable system but with the eect of the stator included the system is unstable The locus
for the unstable eigenvalue is plotted on 
A time simulation of the coupled system was performed where an initial plunge displacement was
applied to the rst blade The resulting motion and force were calculated for each blade and
are plotted in Figures  and  respectively along with the calculations for the rotoralone
aeroelastic system We now see some signicant variations between the force calculations For all
blades the rotoralone model predicts a smaller response than the coupled analysis This is consistent
with the destabilising eect of the stator on the eigenvalues In some cases the rotoralone model
predicts that the amplitude of the oscillations is barely decaying while the coupled model predicts
a relatively rapid growth rate due to the destabilised    eigenvalue The response for one of the
blades is plotted in Figure  and clearly shows the rapid increase in displacement amplitude In

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Figure  Aerodynamic response to pulse displacement input at blade  Blade plunge displacement
	prescribed dotted line
 rotor alone blade vertical force 	dashed line
 and rotorstator system blade
vertical force 	solid line

this example the stator clearly has an important inuence and should be included in an aeroelastic
analysis
 Summary
A loworder aeroelastic model has been derived for two blade rows in a subsonic compressor The
model has less than four hundred aerodynamic states which is reasonable for time marching sim
ulations and the evaluation of eigenvalues Stability cannot be dened in the same way as for the
rotoralone model by computing the system eigenvalues since the coecient matrix varies with time
However the eigenvalues of the matrix can be computed at various time instants over the rotor rev
olution period and loci determined for the eigenvalues A time simulation can also be performed

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Figure  Aerodynamic response of blade  to pulse displacement input at blade  Rotoralone
model 	dashed line
 and rotorstator coupled model 	solid line

by applying an initial perturbation to the rotor The stability of the system can be characterised by
considering the resulting aeroelastic response
For the case presented here interblade row eects are shown to be very signicant For most modes
the addition of the upstream stator has a destabilising eect As a result the response amplitude
of the coupled statorrotor aeroelastic system is much larger than that predicted by the isolated
rotor analysis The degree of interblade row coupling will vary between problems depending on
the ow conditions and the distance between adjacent blade rows The model developed in this
chapter provides a means of quantifying the eect For a given problem preliminary analysis can be
performed to determine whether deriving models for an isolated blade row is sucient or whether
upstream and downstream blade rows should be included to accurately capture the system dynamics
If the addition of an upstream blade row is destabilising as in the example presented here it is
especially important that it is included in the analysis Moreover if viscous eects were included in

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Figure  Structural eigenvalues  rotoralone system 	crosses
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statorrotor model 	dots
 Eigenvalues are numbered by their nodal diameter 	
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   k 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the model we would expect the inuence of the upstream blade row to be even greater due to the
presence of the viscous wakes We might also expect a transonic stage where shocks are present
to exhibit a higher degree of interblade row coupling The amount of inuence seen here for an
inviscid low subsonic stage suggests that in general interblade row eects are very important and
should be included in aeroelastic analyses
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Figure  Periodic locus of structural eigenvalue for    mode
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Figure  Response due to an initial plunge displacement at blade  Blade displacement calcu
lated with rotoralone model 	dashed lines
 and coupled statorrotor model 	solid lines
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Figure  Response due to an initial plunge displacement at blade  Blade force calculated with
rotoralone model 	dashed lines
 and coupled statorrotor model 	solid lines
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Chapter 
Conclusions and Recommendations
The aeroelastic model can be formulated as an inputoutput problem where the challenge is to
nd a means of accurately representing the aerodynamics and the structural dynamics and the
interaction between the two Although CFD and nite element methods may provide models with
the desired level of accuracy they are high order and are therefore not suitable for design or control
analysis Moreover because the number of controlling parameters in the aerodynamic framework
is very high CFD approaches are generally too expensive for routine determination of stability
boundaries Loworder aerodynamic models can be obtained by systematic reduction of a highorder
CFD method The resulting models replicate the output behaviour of the highdelity CFD method
over a restricted range of inputs The reduction can be performed according to the specic problem
and which dynamics are considered important yielding models for a wide range of applications
Reducedorder aerodynamic models have been developed for the unsteady linearised twodimensional
Euler equations Model order reduction has been demonstrated for both subsonic and transonic blade
rows operating in unsteady plunging motion and shows that three orders of magnitude reduction
from the original CFD model is possible while still accurately capturing the dynamics relevant to
utter and forced response Simple assumedfrequency aerodynamic models are also derived using
the highorder CFD method These models are of the kind currently used in many aeroelastic anal
yses and provide highdelity loworder aerodynamics but are strictly only valid at the assumed
conditions It is shown that for typical turbomachinery problems a high degree of coupling exists
between the ow and the structure and in many situations these simple models inaccurately pre
dict the system aeroelastic response Derivation of reducedorder models using the Arnoldibased
approach is of comparable expense to the assumedfrequency method but can accurately model

aeroelastic response for a range of inputs
The reducedorder models are developed in the time domain for the full blade row for several reasons
Firstly statespace form makes them appropriate for control applications and also allows them to
be easily coupled to models of other engine components To demonstrate this coupling a model is
constructed for a lowspeed compressor stage with a statorrotor conguration The reducedorder
model has less than four hundred states for the coupled statorrotor system which allows forced
response and stability of the stage to be assessed The results show that the stator may have an
important destabilising eect on the rotor dynamics and should be included in the analysis if the
aeroelastic properties are to be predicted accurately Secondly because the models are developed
for the full rotor they can be applied to problems which lack cyclic symmetry Blade mistuning has
been identied as an important factor in determining aeroelastic response however to date there has
been a lack of highdelity aerodynamic models suitable for incorporation to a mistuning framework
Current analyses use assumedfrequency models which are even more inadequate when mistuning
is present The reducedorder models developed in this thesis couple naturally into a mistuned
analysis and have been used to investigate structural mistuning in a transonic rotor
There are a number of extensions which could be applied to the reducedorder models developed
in this research These extensions include improvements on the model order reduction technique
and possibilities for additional model applications It is important to note that although two
dimensional inviscid ows were considered here the methodology applies to any linearised CFD
model If this underlying CFD code were available it would be straightforward to consider three
dimensional andor viscous eects Inclusion of these eects would allow analysis of interesting
ow phenomena such as tip clearance leakage ows secondary ows in the blade passages and
rotating stall Moreover since the Arnoldi vectors approximate the eigenvectors investigation of
the eigenmodes of the reducedspace basis can provide useful physical insight
In terms of methodology the Arnoldibased approach has been used successfully to derive accurate
loworder models very eciently This method provides several interesting options for future re
search In this work models were derived using a McLaurin expansion of the transfer function An
interesting extension would be to perform the expansion about some nonzero frequency point A
natural choice might be the blade natural frequency due to the nature of the aeroelastic system the
blade response comprises a range of frequencies about this point While a single frequency model
cannot span this range accurately an Arnoldi reducedorder model with just a few states could very
accurately capture the important dynamics with just a small increase in computational cost In
addition the Arnoldi models presented here were derived by considering inputs of interest It would

also be possible to consider outputs of interest by formulating the dual problem If the number of
inputs exceeds the number of outputs this approach would be computationally more ecient To
obtain an improved model a balanced realisation could also be implemented in which both inputs
and outputs of interest are considered
There are many applications within a turbomachinery context to which one could envision imple
menting these models In many cases current analysis and design tools utilise very simple aero
dynamic models which are often insucient Due to the general timedomain inputoutput form
chosen the reducedorder models developed here can be easily incorporated into virtually any frame
work For example the time domain approach provides a convenient framework for incorporating the
compressor analysis within a global engine model such as the MooreGreitzer model In this model
the blade row is represented simply as an actuator disk but could be replaced with a reducedorder
model with appropriate boundary conditions This framework would allow an accurate analysis of
inlet distortions and surge The use of generalised boundary conditions also allows the highdelity
aerodynamics to be incorporated within other frameworks such as analysis of acoustical interactions
A particular application in which a serious need for suitable higher delity aerodynamic models has
been identied is mistuning Reducedorder models have been used in this research to demonstrate
the eects of structural mistuning in a rotor Signicant interest also exists in the eects of aero
dynamic mistuning Within the linearised framework described here sensitivities to blade shape
and incidence could be included in the model Thus the eects of aerodynamic mistuning could be
investigated both in an analysis and a design context
The major restriction of the reducedorder models developed in this thesis is the assumption of
small perturbation unsteady ow In some cases nonlinear eects may be important for example
in unsteady transonic ows the motion of shocks may have a large nonlinear eect on the solution
Limit cycling is another nonlinear phenomenon exhibited by unsteady ows and is important if
utter stability boundaries are to be predicted accurately Some consideration needs to be given to
incorporating nonlinear eects into the models It is possible to envision snapshots for a POD model
being obtained from a full nonlinear simulation Such a simulation would need to be performed in the
time domain on the full rotor for each frequency and Mach number of interest thus the computational
cost would be signicantly increased
It is clear that reducedorder aerodynamic modelling oers a huge potential for improvement in
aeroelastic analysis and design tools The framework utilised is very general enabling incorporation
of the models to many dierent applications The research has developed a methodology for obtaining
such models eciently in a turbomachinery context and identied several possible applications
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Appendix A
GMRES Algorithm
The solution of a large linear system can be performed eciently through use of a generalised
minimal residual algorithm 	GMRES
  
The algorithm is best described by considering a dierentiable system expressed in vector form as
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where the coecients a
j
are evaluated by minimising jjF 	U
n


jj
 
 The performance of this algo
rithm is very dependent on the use of a suitable preconditioner In this research an incomplete LU
factorisation routine from the SPARSKIT library  was used
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